The Three-Day Forecast
Today: Sunny,
High 45, Low 26
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
High 48, Low 29
Sunday: Mostly sunny,
High 57, Low 38
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Catholic Church Looks

Campus Safety

Toward Generation X

Students, Police Work

Initiative Seeks to Attract Young Adults

On Solutions at Forum

By MELissa WILLARD
Hoya STAFF WRITER
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Diane Guy, who has studied young adult
involvement in the church for 3 years, “[look
at our] churches today ... our young people
are not there.”
This weak relationship between young
adults and the Catholic Church has prompted
the nations’ bishops to adopt the Pastoral on
Young Adults, an initiative to bring Catholics in their 20s and 30s back to the church.
The pastoral was passed unanimously by
the bishops Tuesday at the National Conference of Catholic Bishops here in Washington.
“For this lack of hospitality we apologize
and promise anew greater efforts to welcome you into Church life. No one should
ever enter a Catholic church for Mass, or at
any other time, and feel unwelcome,” reads

the preface to the pastoral.
Guy, who helped write the proposal and
works with campus and young adult ministries in Richmond, Va., said many young
adults stray from the church because local
parishes are too family oriented and do not
deal with the issues that face young adults.
“Theyre dealing with career issues and not
lifestyle issues,” Guy said.
However, Guy said itis during the college
years that students find a relevant community in campus ministries. “There is a strong
campus ministry in this country. What’s
happened is that as students leave the campus ministry and go to their local parishes
they feel there’s nothing there [for them].”
“The church is ignoring a lot of the support that is offered [by young adults],” said
Jackie Scott (COL 98), who helped establish the first college chapter of the Catholic
Daughters of the Americas at Georgetown.
Scott said she.encountered problems in
trying to start the chapter. “It was a lot of
effort for us to convince the National Headquarters [of the Catholic Daughters] there
was a need for a college court.”
Barbara Humphrey, Catholic chaplain for
Campus Ministry at Georgetown, described
the proposal as “monumental.”
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“Georgetown has a commitment to the
formation of young adults on campus. ... The
National Conference of Catholic Bishops
has affirmed that this is important not only
for our future as church, but for right now,”
Humphrey said.
Georgetown has a strong liturgical life on
campus, according to Humphrey. She estimated about 1,200 Georgetown students
attend church on a weekly basis, and that
about 50 percent of the community is Catholic.
According

to Paul

Henderson,

By Brian CHANDLER
Hoya Starr WRITER

Several students complained of dysfunctional locking
mechanisms on Henle Village stairwell doors Wednesday
night at a town hall forum on campus safety sponsored by the
Georgetown University Student Association.
Present at the forum were William Tucker, director of the
Department of Public Safety, who addressed on-campus safety
concerns and Lt. Patrick Burke of the D.C. Metropolitan
Police, who discussed safety in the surrounding Georgetown

who

community.

worked with the Bishops Committee on the
Laity that framed the initiative, the church
needs to welcome young adults into the life
of the parish. “[We need to ask:] is the
overall ministry ofthe church user-friendly,”
Henderson said.
He added that while the main concern of
the bishops was parish-based, the fact that

young adults are college students and are
dealing with the same significant issues
includes them in the target of the proposal.
“Students are probably one of the least
stable groups with all the transitions we’re
going through,” said Michael Cano (COL
’99), co-chair of Beyond Dalghren, a stu-

dent-run Catholic group at Georgetown.
Scott said she believed the disunity of
many of the Catholic groups at Georgetown
demonstrated the lack of direction from the.
church. “On Georgetown’s campus, it’s very
strange that Catholic groups aren’t united.
The fact that we can’t gather support amongst
all Catholic groups [shows] there’sno directive for it,” Scott said.

Henderson said the church plans to use
‘mediums such as the Internet, retreats, per-

sonal invitations and greeting cards to reach
out to young adults.
She said Georgetown campus ministries
had already begun events to increase focus
onrelevant issues to young adults. Last year
she helped coordinate two discussions, one

dealing with AIDS and the other violence.
The pastoral is entitled “Sons and Daughters of the Light” and was inspired by the
pope’s visit to Colorado on World Youth Day

ELLEN GSTALDER/ THE Hova

Many Catholics in their 20s don’t have a tight connection with the church, according

to church officials. Georgetown is looking to incorporate he, new, nation- wide
initiative to bring young adults back to religious life.
in 1993. Since September 1994 the committee has worked to develop the plan, holding
“town hall meetings” to hear from young
adults about their concerns with the church,
according to the committee’s proposal.
“When

I returned home

from college, |

:

;

wanted to be a part of something and to be
around others who, like me, had a deep faith,”

said Nariman Ayyad from New York whose
comments in one of the town meetings were .
quoted in the pastoral. “Instead, I felt alone
and isolated; nobody made me feel welcome.”
aad
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GUTS Service to Shuttle Holiday Travelers to Airport
By DENNIS SARLO
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Georgetown University Transportation Service will

offer shuttle busses to National Airport before Thanksgiving and to the Potomac Mills shopping outlets in December.
John Cronan (COL ’98), chair of the Georgetown University Student Association assembly, asked the Office of
Transportation Management to run the Thanksgiving shuttle
similar to the way it has been in past years. Riders will be
charged $2 per trip. “We wanted to find a convenient
means to minimize the cost of getting to the airport,”
Cronan said.
Five shuttles will run during the two days before
Thanksgiving break. According to Cronan, one shuttle
will run on Tuesday night and four will be staggered at
three-hour intervals on Wednesday. He added that ad-

vertisements for the shuttle and more specific information will be provided by fliers put out by GUSA.
Cronan said details about the Potomac Mills shuttle are
still being worked out. He noted that the service wili cost
in the range of $3 to $4 dollars and will consist ofa trip to
the outlets at around noon and a return trip to Georgetown
at 5 p.m.
Students will be able to either purchase their passes in
advance through OTM or buy them on a “first come, first serve

basis” on the day of the shuttle, he said.
Cronan said he thought the idea for a pre-Christmas shopping shuttle was simply common sense “Studentsrarely get the
opportunity to go off-campus to a place like Potomac Mills. It
would be a relaxing break.”
Although the busiest shopping weekend of the year is
traditionally the first weekend after Thanksgiving, the shuttle
to Potomac Mills will run the second Saturday in December.

Cronan said the shuttle is “a little late,” but he believes that

“students will still want to go for it.” He added that the drivers
were not available for an earlier date.
The source of funding for the shopping shuttle is still to'be
determined. “We're going to try to work with Potomac Mills to
see if they’ll subsidize it,” Cronan said. He also stated that he
would speak with the Georgetown Program Board about the
possibility of its sponsoring the trip.
Cronan also mentioned preliminary plans for other potential
GUTS bus services. He said springtime shuttles to King’s
Dominion, baseball games and other sporting events are in the
works. “It is something...we will look into going for.”
Cronan emphasized his hope that there would be more
GUTS services in the upcoming year. “If these programs are a
success, we can continue to expand in the future. We feel that
GUTS has the potential to do a lot more than it has [done in the
past].”

Studentconcern about campus security has risen this
semester after a series of dormitory burglaries and violent
incidents.
Issues directed toward Tucker included the lighting of
the campus, methods of access into university residences,
and questions concerning emergency call boxes on campus.
Although there was a general consensus that on-campus
lighting has improved within recent years, students showed
concern that some areas of campus, such as the area
between Red Square and St. Mary’s Hall are still dimly lit
at night.
In response to the complaints about apartment stairwell
doors, Tucker said students are often responsible for rendering
the locks on these doors inoperable. He recommended that
residences report any such doors to DPS. “If you notice the
door is broken, call DPS. They will come and inspect it,” he
said.
Burke noted that burglaries are frequent crimes and that the
most common items stolen are computers and bicycles. According to Burke, burglars are usually non-confrontational
and enter residences through unlocked doors or open windows. “Always report broken windows and doors,” Burke
said. “Hold the university, or your landlord accountable [for
security],” he said.
Tucker said DPS is looking into methods to make call
boxes more noticeable. Tucker also stated that if students
‘ever feel threatened, they should use the call boxes. “[The call
boxes] are a direct line into the campus police office. Even if
the call box is pulled open, we will send an officer to check
it out.”

Burke said crime is down 21 percent in District 2,
Georgetown’s district, this year. Claiming that the Georgetown area is one of the safest parts of Washington, Burke noted
that theft from autos was the most prevalent crime in this
district.
Burke also spoke about violent crime in the community.
“Always know where you are going at night ... avoid dimly lit
streets. | also don’t recommend cutting through alleys or
parks,” he said.
Burke also warned that the crime of carjacking is approaching the Georgetown area and recommended that
students keep their car doors locked and windows closed
at all times.
Another common security complaint prevalent in the
Georgetown community, according to Burke, is aggressive panhandling. Burke said aggressive panhandling is
illegal and if panhandlers repeatedly ask people for money
or make physical contact with them in any way, the
panhandlers can be arrested. Burke said that roughly 40
people a month are arrested for aggressive panhandling in
the district.
The Metropolitan Police Department is also planning to
increase enforcement of the underage drinking laws, according to Burke. Burke said police cadets will begin
visiting bars in the Georgetown area and checking for false
identification, and he added that possession of a false
identification is classified as a misdemeanor. Last month,

police began a crackdown on local bars, arresting several
students who attempted to use false identification to enter
the bars.

Speaker Declares Gender Gap Not
As Wide as Public Led to Believe

Speaker Calls For
More Women
In Congress

By JiLL THOMPSON
Hova STAFF WRITER

The average woman in America is probably not who you
think she is, according to political analyst Karen Miller who
spoke Wednesday in McNeir Auditorium.

By HEATHER BURKE
Hoya Starr WriTER

Of the approximately 11,200 people who have served in
Congress, only 171 have been women, said Marjorie MargoliesMezvinsky, president of the Women’s Campaign Fund and
former Democratic Congresswoman from Pennsylvania, who
spoke about the status of women in Congress to a crowd of
about 30 Tuesday in the ICC.
“If we keep electing women [to Congress] at the rate we are,
we will be equally represented in 342 years,” she said.
However, Margolies-Mezvinsky added, voters should not
elect women simply because they are women. “You should
vote for people who are qualified,” she said. She added that
. there is an enormous amount of qualified women out there, but
most U.S. citizens are represented in Congress by white, male
lawyers.

“I’m heavily into getting women elected to Congress,” said
Margolies-Mezvinsky. She said she took over the head of the
Women’s Campaign Fund because “[governmental] bodies
should look like the rest of the nation.”
The Women’s Campaign Fund, founded in 1974, is the
country’s oldest and largest non-partisan political action committee supporting pro-choice women candidates running for
office at all levels of government. “This is an organization that

feels strongly about the codification of Roe vs. Wade,”

Margolies-Mezvinsky said.
According to Margolies-Mezvinsky, while the number of

Miller, the director of the Executive Branch Liaison Office
at the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think tank, encom-

Karen MoscovitcH/ THE Hoya

Former Congresswoman Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky
pointed out the disproportionate number of women inthe
U.S. government in a speech last Tuesday in the ICC.

women doubled in the 103rd Congress, it lost many pro-choice
women following the 1994 elections.
“This year, there was a net gain of two women,” said
Margolies-Mezvinsky. “Seven pro- -choice women were elected,
but many retired.”
She added that 33 states have never had a woman in the
Senate and that 11 states have never had any female Representatives.
See DEMOCRAT,
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passed many issues in her lecture, addressing the role of
women in the 1996 election.
Miller answered the question of who is the average woman
at the beginning of the speech through a demonstration that set
the tone for the rest of the evening. All students were asked to
stand up and pretend, for the time being, that they were married
with children. “Remain standing, if you are female,” she said.
Remain standing if you go to church frequently; remain standing if you normally drive the speed limit ... remain standing if
you have a pet athome ... remain standing if you yourself work
as well as your husband.” When one person remained standing, Miller said, “This is your average woman in America.”
This game introduced the major theme that would highlight
much of Miller’s speech: the gender gap. According to Miller,
most Americans understand the gender gap as “the differences
of opinion between men and women on policy issues,” which
is not necessarily the real gender gap.
Miller noted that the gender gap is not the disparity in the
issues that men and women find important. “The difference
that actually exists is the way in which women and men view
[these] issues.” Miller said women are typically concerned
with how the issue will affect them personally.
Men and women, Miller said, have most of the same
concerns. “The number one issue for women... is the economy.

So. Tucker/THE Hoya

Karen Miller discussed her view of the average American
woman in a speech Wednesday in McNeir Auditorium.
The number two concern is crime. The number three concern

is education,” adding that men also picked the same top
concerns.
oe MILLER,
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Hoya Pair Lights Up Business
World with Nicaraguan Cigars
BY Jerr DEMARTINO
Hoya Starr WRITER

Two Georgetown students started a cigar company that will
import 150,000 Nicaraguan cigars per month to the United
States by January 1997, according to Martin Mayorga (GSB
’97), the student owner of Custom Cigars.
Jennifer Millman (GSB ’97), head of marketing and
Millman’s partner, said
—_—
:
the business is growing
§
quickly. She added that in
about one and
a halfto two
years, “We should be a
powerful player in the cigar industry.”
Mayorga and Millman
said they started the business from scratch with only
the help ofa private investor while balancing all of
their schoolwork. They
spend almost all of their
time out of class running
the company, according to
Millman. She added that
it was difficult to tell business partners “I can’t meet
you tomorrow — | have a
midterm to go to.”
Currently, Custom Cigars sells its La Cosecha
cigar — which comes in
four different sizes — to
restaurantand hotel chains
in Chicago, New York and
Washington,

Millman

°

company instead, using the La Finca cigars.
Mayorga visited the La Finca plant in Nicaragua, where he
met with the factory managers. Knowing that Latin American
business practices are more relaxed than American business
practices, Mayorga said he chatted with the managers for an
hour before discussing the cigar business, and before he left the
next day, Mayorga said the owner of the plant invited him to his
house on Fisher Island in Florida to meet his family.
;
r
Mayorga added thathe
used the business skills
learned at Georgetown in
setting up his business.
“It’s just a good way to
take what we’ve learned
and practice with the real
world,” he added.
In the Washington,
D.C. area, Custom Cigars sells cigars and humidors to the Capitol
City Brewing Company,
Millman said. And to
attract Georgetown students to the world of cigar smoking, Custom
Cigars will sponsor a
Cigar Night for Georgetown students at the
Capitol City Brewing
Company on Dec. 9.
Mayorga added that
Nicaraguan cigars are on
a par with cigars from
Cuba, the number one
country for cigar quality.
“Ourapproach is that the
cigar we’re gettingisone
of the best in the world.”
The La Finca cigars
are made of a mild to-

said. They import 10,000
cigars a month to keep up
with demand from these
establishments.
Thecigarsrun from $10
bacco, according 'to
to $12 in restaurants,
Mayorga, but the shorter,
Millman said. Humidors,
thicker structure transcigar storage boxes which
lates into more flavor
Custom Cigars also sell,
with each breath.
cost between $125 and
Millman said there
$1,500.
;
was no problem with ciGRAHAM Buck/TrE Hovis
Mayorga said he got the
gar smoking “if you do it
idea of importing Nicara- Jennifer Millman (GSB '97) and Martin Mayorga (GSB '97) display
in moderation.”
guan cigars from his love the La Cosecha cigars, made for their company Custom Cigars.
Mayorga added that in
of cigars and many trips to
marketing the product,
Nicaragua to visit family. He said his initial idea was to
“we’renot trying to lure people into smoking cigars.” He added
distribute the Nicaraguan cigars in the United States.
that the product is marketed instead to people who smoke
Thereal work, according to Mayorga, began when he started ‘already.
making phone calls to cigar contacts in Nicaragua. After
Millman claims that she has learned much about business
talking to officials in the Nicaraguan Export Department,
from her experiences. “People don’t see that if you’ve got an
Mayorga said he focused on the maker of La Finca cigars.
idea, [you should] starta business!” And Mayorga and Millman
However, after hearing that cigars were on back order in the
think they have the beginnings of something special in their
United States, Mayorga said he decided to start his own
business.
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Universidade Estadual de

Campinas
Summer Program in Campinas, Brazil
June 8 - July 19, 1997

OPEN HOUSE
Monday, November 18, 1996
Room 450 ICC, 3:00 - 4:30 PM
Director:
Dr. Naomi Hoki Moniz
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Georgetown University
School for Summer and Continuing Education

306 ICC
(202) 687-6184

MEN'S BASKETBALL TOMORROW AT 4:30 PM!
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Men's exhibition basketball vs, B.C. Rijeka (Croatia)
Saturday, November 16, 1996 at 4:30 pm
McDonough Arena

You are cordially invited to an

INFORMATION
on Central European
DATE:
LOCATION:Georgetown

SESSION
University

Tuesday, November 19th
TIME: 5:00 pm
University, Intercultural Center, Room

WOMEN’S EXE

205B

The Central European University (CEU) is an international institution for postgraduate study and research. Founded by Hungarian-American philanthropist George

Soros in 1991, CEU promotes educational development and policy-making

throughout Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. CEU
absolute charter from the Board of Regents of the State of New York (US).

er
has an

CEU offers US and UK-accredited post-graduate courses,taught in the English
language, in the following locations/disciplines:
Budapest:

The CEU

Sociology (MA)
attracts graduates from over 45 countries, including all of post-Communist

Eastern Europe. Professors come from leading universities, including Oxford,
Cambridge, Columbia, Harvard and Yale.

Women's exhibition game vs. the Lithuania National Team
Monday, November 18, 1996 at 8:00 pm
McDonough Arena

Students
Adults
Kids

Gender Studies (certificate)
Human Rights (certificate)
Nationalism (certificate)
Social Theory (certificate)
Southeast European Studies (certificate)
Warsaw:

ALSO ON SALE:
[TION BASKETBALL MONDAY NIGHT!

McDonough Arena Box Office Hours:
Monday - Friday 1:00 - 5:30 pm

Economics (MA)
Environmental Sciences and Policy (MSc):
History (MA)
International Relations and European Studies (MA)
Legal Studies (LLM)
Medieval Studies (MA, PhD)
Political Science (MA)

LSE,

Financial aid is available on a competitive basis.
Application deadline: 1 February 1997

Inquiries:
Central European University, Central Admissions Office, Nddor u 9, 1051 Budapest 5, Hungary
Tel: (36 1) 327 3009, Fax: (36 1) 327 3211, E-mail <admissions@ceu.hu>
Web site: http://www.ceu.hu

Frid

$5.00

$8.00
$2.00 (12 & under)

Exhibition tickets are part of the student season ticket
package. Students who have purchased season tickets

may pick up their student season tickets at the McDonough
Arena Box Office, Monday - Friday 1:00 - 5:30 pm and
this Saturday, November 16, beginning at 3:30 pm.
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New South Cable Enables
Residents to Tune in to WGTB

|

°

®

By Beth NOELL

2

>

of the year concert, featuring campus

Hori Stier Werte

bands and a WGTB DJ. The time and

Fe
For the first time in two years, Georgetown students will beabletohear WGTB
radio without having to purchase acable
adapter.
Georgetown installed a leaky cable
system in the New South dormitory that

place for this event have not been set.
The Corp will be giving free adapters
to the first 10 callers this Sunday at 9
p.m. on the WGTB sports program
“Sports Up the Wazoo,” according to a
press release.
“We have a really good sports crew,”

would allow students to receive WGTB

Bolli said, adding that the crew reviews

transmissions through their radios and
Woo
;
Bol (RPS
ccording to Dominique Bolli
’97). this system consists of a long wire
that radiates FM radio signalsand isrun

on and off-campus sports events.
WGTB has been resurrected this year,
after having been shut down for the past
two years due to location problems. The
station had previously broadcasted out of

on top of or through a building.

Copley, butbecause of renovationstothe

“I think [the leaky cable system] is

building, WGTB was forced to move.

great, it’s a start,” said Matt Schmidt
(COL °97), promotions director of
WGTB.
According to Shan Vosseller, general
manager of WGTB, the new system will
be installed next week.
“When [the system is running] we are
going to bombard New South with pro-

However, no space was allocated to the
station until the Leavey Center underwent renovations in 1995.
Up until the spring of 1994, when the
station shut down, students did not have
to subscribe to cable in order to tune into
WGTB. Now, students living in Village
A and C, Harbin, Darnall, Copley and
LXR must subscribe to cable and purchase cable adapters sold at Vital Vittles
for $4 in order to tune into 92.3 FM.
Alumni Square residents are also able to
purchase these adapters, although the
residence is not hooked up to cable television.

motion signs,” Vosseller said.

Schmidt said he hopes to create a
strong fan-base in New South. From
there, he said he hopes WGTB will gain
more status. He added that he would like
to post up a program schedule so that
students can tune into those programs
that they find most appealing.
“Hopefully, from New South, we will
move to other dorms, and eventually [we
hope to] get an FM band,” said Schmidt.
According to Schmidt, WGTB has
many upcoming events, including an end

According to Bolli, the WGTB

crew

has actively been building up its program since early October. “We have not
been sleeping,” Bolli said, “we’ve been
rocking and rolling.”

Former Congresswomen Works for Other Female Candidates
Pennsylvania’s 13th Congressional District from 1992 to 1994. She said she left
a journalism career to run for office because a group of women came to her and
asked her to consider running.
Margolies-Mezvinsky gained attention
in 1993 when she cast the deciding vote
on Clinton’s proposed budget plan. She
said it was not a tough decision because,
“It was the right thing to do.”
She said serving in Congress was “a

a —————
TY FR———

DEMOCRAT, FROM Pp. 1
When asked why she thought more
women didn’t run for office, Margolies-

Mezvinsky said one of the main reasons
is the emotional responsibility of the
family is often on the woman’s back. She
“added that women are brought up to be
conciliatory and to not like being disliked. “Often when

women

lose, they

will not run again,” she said.
Margolies-Mezvinsky represented

fabulous experience. It was absolutely
right for me.” However, she said she
doesn’t know if she will run again, despite being under pressure to run for a
statewide position.
Margolies-Mezvinsky graduated from
the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. From 1971 to 1991,
she was a journalist with NBC and its
owned and operated stations in New
York and Philadelphia.

“The reason we brought Marjorie
Margolies-Mezvinsky to campus was
because the Democratic Party has a
big commitment to the election of
women

to office,” said Mike Jacobs

(COL ’97), president of the College
Democrats. “Arguably, the Republicans are for the election of women, but

historically the Democratic Party has
been more successful at bringing
women to Congress.

_
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Chechen
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ment in August

The Russian war with Chechnya was
nothing but the war of an imperialist
country trying to swallow a small one,
said Dr. Mohammed Shashani, president of the Chechen-Ingush Society of
America, ina speech Tuesday atthe ICC.
Shashani, a Chechen and professor at

100,000 Russians and Chechens died in

Penn State University, has testified be-

fore Congress and lectured at universities to raise awareness of the war in
Chechnya. Founded in 1991, his organi-

zation raises humanitarian aid for
Chechens.
“Where did [President Bill] Clinton
[(SFS ’68)] get his history from?” asked
Shashani, referring to Clinton’s analogy
in a 1994 speech of Yeltsin as the
“Abraham Lincoln” of Russia. “The U.S.
Civil War was between people of the
same culture, the samereligion. How can
you compare that with the genocide of a
distinctly different race?”
Shashani said Clinton’s response to
the war was indicative of a foreign policy
that “uses human rights selectively ...
[The US was a] tiger when Iraq invaded
Kuwait, and fewer than 1,000 people
died there! But what did President Clinton
do about Chechnya? Nothing. [Clinton]
said, ‘This is a Russian internal affair
and we hope they will finish it with
minimum bloodshed.’”
The American response, according to
Shashani, gave Russia “The green light
to do what they were going to do. No
voices were raised,” Shashani

government and convery sensitive situaanything else.”
after a peace agree1996. An estimated

the war.
“I am very optimistic,” Shashani said
about the end of the war. “Things are
normalizing and are 100 percent better
thanthey were before August. People are
not fighting and dying. Refugees are
returning.”
But although Russian troops have
withdrawn, Shashani is not so quick to
dismiss past grievances. “[Russian President Boris] Yeltsin isnothing buta Communist at heart,” Shashani said. “Yeltsin
was one of the main instigators of the war
for no reason other than his stubbornness.”
“It’s a tragedy for both nations,”
Petrochenkov said. For him. Russia’s
military response to the Chechen independence movement had economic and
political causes. “The war was for oil,
just like America and Kuwait. Russians
fought to keep the biggest refinery in
Russia. Also, if Russiaagrees to Chechen
independence, it will lead to a domino
effect.”
“[Shashani] is a really unique voice,”
said lecture organizer Jennifer Brick (SFS
’97). “It’s really important to hear the
Chechen perspective. They’re only portrayed as Muslim fundamentalists, bandits or people without a history.”
The lecture was sponsored by the Cen-

said. “I

hope that you as young Americans donot
live your lives by national interests.”

ter for Eurasian, Russian and East European Studies, The Center for Muslim-

Christian Understanding, The Muslim
Students Association and the Georgetown University Student Association
Lecture Fund.

ber and professor of Russian Valery
Petrochenkov defended the U.S. policy.
“The U.S. was in a very sensitive position,” Petrochenkov said. “If the U.S.
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Gender Gap Not So Wide, Miller Says
®
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moved away from the strictly “female

~

focus” to offer a broader range of opin-

When it comes to the elections, Miller

ions, noting that she considers solving

said women are less partisan than their
national problems on the local level far
male counterparts. “The majority of more
desirable thansolvingtheminConwomen look atthe candidatesthemselves
gress or the Oval office.
and how they run their campaign, and
Miller quoted statistics from a recent
where they stand on the issues.”
study on women, which was commis“The three most important charactersioned by Concerned Women For
istics in looking at women for their votAmerica,
the largest grassroots women’s
ing patterns are family status, employorganization in the United States. She
=

ment

status and age,” Miller said. In-

said
60 percent of women donot consider

come, education and what region of the
country a woman is from are not as
important as most people and politicians
think they are in influencing women, she
said.
:
Miller also spoke on specific issues

themselves feminists and 55 percent are
anti-abortion. She also said 62 percent
of
women favor allowing homosexuals in
the military and 59 percent of women
oppose discrimination based on sexual
orientation.

such as crime, tax relief, education and

Miller said she wanted to leave parti-

NAFTA and how women respond to
these issues. However, Miller often

sanissuesoutofhertalk. “Iamnothere,”
she said, “and neither is the Heritage
Foundation, in any function, saying that
they’re for one party or against another.”
However, she did acknowledge that they
are, by all calculations, a conservative

;
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institution. And her speech was dotted
with comments such as, “I wish [the
Democrats] would actually follow
throughonalot of what they had to say.”
She added that Democrats are far more
successful than Republicans at breaking
issues down and explaining to women
how issues will affect them in their daily
lives. Miller said she believes that a
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200 absentee ballots are the Scolaro/
Sinderbrand ANC
district (district

2E03) if enough students who voted
for Sinderbrand take the time to defend their votes she may be able to
win her race, depending on how many
of the absentee ballots were for Scolaro
and how many were for her. A list
with the names of the voters who have

their

votes

challenged

will be

available in the Georgetown University Student Association office, the
public libraries, and the D.C. Board
of Elections.

Rae]

Wil

The majority of classes offered by
the School of Business are difficult for
students in the other undergraduate
school to take. Only students in the
Faculty of Languages and Linguistics
and students in the School of Foreign

Service who are concentrating in In-

pols

Students who do not make the trip
to defend their ballots at the hearing
will not have their votes counted — it
will be as if they never even bothered
to vote at all. Just as it is a civic duty
to vote, it is a civic duty to defend
one’s vote as well. Students

Students who filed a special ballot
should call the Georgetown University
Student Association office or call the
Board

of Elections

(202-727-2525)

to

determine if they are on the list of
people who need to go to a hearing at
the elections board — many of the
special ballots have already been
counted.
It has
been
estimated
that
Sinderbrand will receive as many of
30 votes from the special ballots. But,
she will only get these votes if students defend their votes today.

they can transfer into that school.
Smaller departments and programs
in the college such as the classics department and the women’s studies pro-

gram would suffer if large numbers of
college students decided to minor in
business-related fields. These disci-

ternational Business Development can
plines are important to study, and
easily take courses in such departshould not be abandoned in favor of the
ments as finance and marketing.
pre-professionalism of the business
While allowing students in the other
school.
undergraduate schools to minor in
Most businesses do not specifically
these departments would detract from
look for business-related majors when
the autonomy of the various schools
they hire, so college students should
in general and the business school in not be too upset by not being able to
particular, courses in the business
minor in business coursework. Howschool should be open to other stuever, if college students do want to take
dents, so those students can detera course or two in the school, they
mine if they are interested in those
should be able to do so. After all, busifields.
~ ness school students can take classes
A recent survey given by the College
in the College (they can even minor in
Academic Council asked students if College subjects) to determine if they
are interested in departments of the
they would be interested in minoring
in business school subjects. The best college, it is only fair that the reverse be
response to this question was “no.” If true as well. College students should be
students in the college are interested
able to explore the courses available,
in taking business school courses,
just as business school students can.

‘C’ for Concept, But an ‘F’ for Content
To THE EpITOR:
Kate James’ diatribe in THE Hoya on
Nov. 5 entitled “Rationalizing Men’s
[rrationality” reflects the reason why sexism is alive and thriving in America. Her
in-you-face approach actually makes the
case for a gender gap.
Her column presents no “rationalization” of the problem of discrimination
against women, presents no factual argument which could the problem of discrimination against women, presents no
factual argument that could lead men
(and women) to believe a realignment of
attitudes areneeded, presents a very weak
case for discrimination in favor of women
in both society and the military, and
offers only opinionated, one-sided, unsubstantiated examples of perceptions of
unwarranted discriminatory practices.
Frankly, I am curious as to what uninformed rock she crawled out from under.
And, what frame of reference (beyond
the Second Amendment) gives her the
right to criticize organizations she obviously knows little about. Some questions
I have of her: How long did you serve in
the military and what opportunities were
denied you? How can you possibly compare living conditions in a submarine to
a co-ed Wesleyan dormitory? What
makes you think men (or women) don’t
feel a sense of intrusion and loss of
privacy even in a single-sex environment?
James criticizes the argument that
women are not physically strong enough
to serve in combat. The argument is
debatable, but my opinion is that if a
person can perform at that strength level,
let them, regardless of sex. But, be cau-

tioned, notall military jobs involve pushing a button to launch a missile, or pilot-

ing certain types of planes, or sitting in
front of computer terminal.
James’ comments about a loss of
“feeling[s] of brotherhood” are worth
exploring but then she went on to cite the
Shannon Faulkner and Tailhook inci-

dents, loosing her credibility and momentum. The Faulkner incident was an
embarrassment to all concerned, and the

pictures of jubilant cadets after she resigned were horrendous. She was not
physically nor mentally prepared to enter the abusive environment of a military-like academy. She had no business
being there unprepared. The reason the
women there now, and the ones at all
other service academies, are succeeding
is because they prepared themselves for
the experience.
:

partner even with him?
Maybe if James had kept her eyes

The women who, after Faulkner re-

open and been less confrontational, she

signed, felt the rules should have been
bent to accommodate her or the men
should have been more supporting. All
“plebes” are left to fend for themselves;
thatis called the “weeding out” process.
That approach by Faulkner’s “defenders” is patently wrong and just as sexually discriminating.
The fear that the greater integration of
women in the military will create more
sexual harassment problems is “old
think,” and is no longer valid. While
sexual harassment is a problem posed
by integration, it is lessened when the
ratio of women to men approaches parity. It is manageable with the right leadership. And that right leadership doesn’t
evolve without pioneers willing to undergothe challenge. The military is willing to undergo that challenge, but attitudes/approaches like James’ keep pushing progress backward. Ifleftalone, and
directed to proceed, integration will occur and it will be successful.
James admits to being “liberal” in her
discourse on living conditions at college, but her analogy to submarine “sardine cans” is incredulous. On a submarine there is no escape; in a dormitory
there is — you aren’t forced to share
facilities in a dormitory.
I take great exception to James’ question “Why do men fear women’s sexuality ... 2” Does she speak for all women
about every man? She certainly did know

To THE EDITOR:
I was stunned by the sexist nature of

Kate James’
Men’s
Gender

column “Rationalizing

Irrationality” (THE Hoya,
Gap,

Nov.

5,

1996).

The

While

United
I

agree that sexual discrimination does
exist, both in the United States and at

Georgetown, James takes certain questionable examples and uses them to denigrate all men in general.

ous aircraft wings) exclude women, the
rest of the military does not. Every year,
women attend and graduate from the
States service

academies,

and

many more are defending United States
interests at both home and abroad. I am
not sure if James realized this when she
wrote her article.
What is more disturbing, however, is
James’ poorly constructed and sexist
comments regarding men at the end of
her editorial. I admit that I will never
fully understand a woman because I have
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might have noticed that many,

if not

most men are just as conscious of their
emotions as many women; but because
of our social culture, men are less apt to
expose themselves emotionally.
Finally, James shoots the “rape” grenade, generalizing all men, again. We
arenotall alike, just as women are not all

alike. If she had better “rationalized” the
argument for “exclusion” of women, she
might have come to a conclusion that all
of us are different and deserve to be
evaluated on our own merits, not lumped

together under the generalized title identifying the worst of us. Were I a professor
evaluating her column, she would have
gotten a “C” for concept/idea, but an “F”
for analysis/content/argument/conclusions. Her research is flawed and her
_conclusions are biased, opinionated and
unsubstantiated. «
HESOn
ig

' = Why have'l written this letter? The

@

James columninflamed me. She attacked
some of the institutions I am, or have
been, associated with and deserves to be

“enlightened.” Maybe, although I doubt
it, she will better research her arguments
before blindly spewing her ill-conceived
thoughts.

@

KEN CHAPMAN (CED 98)
The writer, a retired U.S. Navy commander, works full time as a defense
analyst at the U.S. Air Force headquarters in Arlington, Va.

never been one. But to take such a questionable proposition and use it to justify
hatred based on a knee-jerk assessment
of “men’s inability to come to terms with
their emotions” is astounding.
James should be ashamed of herself
for writing a pejorative, blatantly sexist
article, and

Tae Hova

should be even

more ashamed for furthering a “sexism”
which her column supposedly addresses.
Maybe then the “messengers of truth”
will actually be heard.
HAYDEN HURST (SES 98)

DPS Escorts Need to Review System

Editor in Chief

Aaron Donovan, Managing Editor

Assistant Entertainment Editor

And if a man is that insecure, why is his

For the Record

ThekkHova

Assistant NewsEditor
Assistant News Editor

my feelings prior to this article. so how
can she generalize about me, and any
other male? Is she implying I can never
understand a woman because I can’t go
through the childbirth process? If so, that
isa very narrow-minded view. As for my
fear of never really knowing if the child
my partner carries is really mine, that’s
bunk. Has she ever heard of DNA-testing? Has she ever heard of trust and love.

James Also Has Her Facts Wrong

James also has her facts wrong. While
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certain exceptionally limited sections of
the armed forces (submarines and vari-

John Keenan,

;

that took

the time to go vote originally should go
the D.C. Board of Elections, at 441
Fourth St., NW, Suite 250, and show
them proof of their residency, such as
a lease or utility bill. For most, who
filled out a special ballot because their
ballot was spoiled, went to the wrong
polling station, or changed their address at the polls, or had an administrative block on their registration, the
process should be easy.
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SAME TO YOU,SIR,
I'D
RATHER JUST STAY
HERE,

Your Vote

While James Fogarty (COL '98) won
his election by a landslide, Patricia
Scolaro, an ally of Georgetown-enemy Westy Byrd, beat out Rebecca
Sinderbrand (SFS '98) by a mere six
votes.
It is still
possible
for
Sinderbrand to win, though, if enough
students who voted but were challenged at the polls contest their challenges today at the D.C. Board of
Elections.
There are 96 special ballots that
were cast in the general election —
most of which belong to Georgetown
students — that have not yet been
counted, and there are approximately
200 uncounted absentee ballots,
which consist mainly of non-students.
While not all 96 special ballots and
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For THE RECORD:
On Halloween night I was spending
time with a friend who lives off campus,

andat 11 p.m., [called the Department of
Public Safety to request an escort home
to LXR. My friend lives just north of Q
Street on 33rd Street, and considering
§ the time, the day, and the recent attack, I

did not want to walk home alone. DPS
stresses their escort services and the student escort services as a safe alternative
to walking alone and putting yourself at
a greater risk of being assaulted. This
evening, however, trying to arrange an
escort proved to be a difficult feat.
The waiting list that prevented an immediate ride home did not disturb me;

my patience and desire for a safe ride
home overwhelmed my desire to arrive
home quickly. When DPS called me
back about 20 minutes later, I was assured that an escort was on its way. The
next phone call informed me that the
student escorts werenot allowed totravel

to my address, so I asked if an officer

would be available to escort me home.
After a discussion between the dispatcher and the sergeant on duty, my
request was denied and I asked to speak
with him personally. When the sergeant
called me, he only became willing to
send out an officer for an escort after I
explained to himthat I wasnear 33rd and
Q streets, where an assault had recently
occurred. Before an escort was sent
though, I had to explain to the sergeant
how to avoid the roadblocks, so an escort
could be sent. However, my ride could
only reach 34th and Q streets because of
a roadblock that I did not see when I
reached the car.
If the Department of Public Safety
truly wishes to ensure the safety of the
Georgetown University community, a
greater effort must be made to have students reach their homes safely. Whether
the trip originates on or off campus, the
officers must take all steps possible to

have students protected. The recent
acknowledgement of assaults in the
neighborhood underscores this need. Instead, on one of the most infamous nights

in Georgetown, I had to argue with DPS
to receive a ride home, and

still had to

walk one block by myself to reach the
officer. Many people would have been
discouraged by the bureaucratic process
and walked home alone. This situation
should not emerge as a plausible alternative.
I would like the administration and
the Department of Public Safety to review their procedures for escorting stu-

dents. I hope my interaction with the
escort service wasa one-time occurrence.
I understand that Halloween is a special
night, but special precautions need to be
taken and those precautions should not
involve cutting back service.
PATRICIA SCOTT (COL *98)

7 last paragraph of Paul Miller's letter “Women Don’t Know Their Own Power, "(The Hoya, Nov. 12) should have
| read:
[will be criticized for living in the Dark Ages, repressing natural human instincts, and preaching a stoic rejection of fun.
Ireply that there is a difference between appreciating beauty and lusting for sex— and the former is immeasurably more fun
than the latter; that allowing the sexual instinct free rein to permeate all facets of society is exactly what creates the
§ | objectification of women and the “glass ceiling;” and that in the Middle Ages at least there were no such things as
'| “Cosmopolitan” or designer clothing to hold women to unrealistic standards of sexuality.

O

the counterculture,
is

on the verge of a
breakthrough.
-See pages 26 - 36
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Ska, once buried deepin

Ska Explosion

Ls

By JoHN RocHE
Hova Starr WRITER

Mike Frank hardly looks like the kind of Georgetown student that would shake
things up on the Hilltop. His coke-bottle glasses and stone-faced expression
probably cause most Georgetown students to pass him up as a disgruntled
chemistry major.
Believe it or not, Frank has manifested one of the most radical ideas at
Georgetown over the pasttwo years. And there has been nothing the administration
can do to curtail him.

“When I came here, I noticed people at Georgetown didn’t really have much
musical diversity,” said Frank. “They listened to the same stuff. I just decided I
wanted to do something radically different.”
Two years, a couple of demo tapes and several live shows later, those radical
ideas are alive and well in the form of the uppity, well-dressed ska septet known
as the Instigators, Georgetown University’s only ska band.
Even though the band has not landed a record deal — having been approached
only by a shady, apparently Mafia-run recording company from the Midwest,
according to Frank — it is continuing to strive towards that goal.
Later this fall they will have a single released, “Are You 18?” on the Baltimorebased Reptilian Records, and will play a show at the Capitol Baliroom along with
Ruder Than You, the Insteps and the Pietasters on Dec. 7.
Frank (COL ’97), the lead singer, got the idea for the band rolling when he met
drummer Pat Flynn (COL °98), who recruited sax players Gavin Benke (COL *98)
and Steve Hoban (COL ’98), who is currently studying abroad in Oxford.
The rest of the band’s current lineup has come from many places, including
bassist Brad Saaks, a high school friend of Benke, and trumpet player Chris
Newman (MED ’98), who they heard practicing and asked to join the band.
The band’s newest members are replacements. Trombone player Jonathan
Fallin (SFS 99) took over the void created by Hoban’s departure, while Dan
Golden (COL ’97) took over on guitar for the graduated Fritz Blanchette (COL
’96), who is no longer with the band.

Georgetown’s own Instigators, Brad Saaks, Chris Newman, John Fallin, Dan Golden, Mike Frank, Gavin Benke, Pat Flynn, and manager Jim Hilliand.
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‘Space Jam’ is Far Out B-Ball Fun
BY Jerr GOLDSTEIN
Hoya Starr WRITER

When the greatest basketball player
on Earth combines with one of the
most beloved cartoon characters to
make a movie, there is little doubt as
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to what will be the content of the
movie. Although the plot is far from
compelling, “Space Jam” proves to
be an entertaining diversion for 90
minutes in the theater.
Michael Jordan plays himself, and
the acting skills he has learned in
filming hundreds of commercials in
the last 12 years have obviously paid
off. Bugs Bunny, who was created
56 years ago, is solid in his co-starring role. Although the plotisridiculous, people must anticipate zaniness
when walking into a Looney Tunes
movie.
The opening credits feature a montage of clips from throughout Michael
Jordan’s career and are one of the
highlights of this movie for basketball fans. The clips take the viewer
back to North Carolina and Jordan’s
freshman year heroics. The movie
then provides some highlights of

Jordan’s career with the Bulls, with heavy
focus on amazing moves from the team’s
four championships. Afterthe nearly five
minute presentation and Jordan’s announcement of his retirement from baseball, producer Ivan Reitman takes the audience to Moron Mountain, where

Swackhammer, whose voice is by Danny
DeVito, dispatches a band of Nerdlucks to
capture the Looney Tunes and bring them
back as theme park attractions. Bugs convinces the aliens that the Looney Tunes
needed a chance to defend themselves
and, noticing
their diminutive stature, chal-

lenges them to a game of basketball.
The Nerdlucks, of course, have a trick

up their sleeves: the unexplained ability
to absorb the talents of star NBA Players.
The panic after the theft of the talent of
Charles Barkley, Muggsey Bogues,
Shawn Bradley, Patrick Ewing (COL
’85) and Larry Johnson provides one of
the most ironic moments ofthe movie, as
David Falk, Jordan’s agent in real life,

portrays the commissioner of the NBA.
As Bugs determines what he is facing,
he realizes that he will need some help.
During these events, Michael Jordan is

in Birmingham playing AA baseball for
the Chicago White Sox affiliates. While

Jordan is on the golf course with Larry
Bird, Bill Murray and Birmingham publicist Stan Podolak (played by Wayne
Knight, who portrays Newman on
“Seinfeld”), Bugs pulls him through the
cupas Jordan goestoretrieve the ball and
convinces him to return for a final game
of basketball.
Jordan finds that he does not have a lot
of support on the court— his teammates
are Looney Tunes. After the Nerdlucks
take an obligatory first-halfrunaway lead,
Jordan and Bugs make sure that the
Looney Tunes team is motivated and
ableto make ita close game in the second
half. Some unlikely heroes conclude the
film.
This film proved that the mix of live
action with animation made possible by
computers has come a long way since
“Who Framed Roger Rabbit.” In many
scenes, Jordan looks completely blended
in with over 10 animated characters.
Jordan also appears to be at ease, even in
the scenes in which there are no other
humans. The image of a young Michael
Jordan shooting in his backyard at midnight is enduring.
There is nothing ground-breaking
about the film, and none of the actors

COURTESY WARNER BROS. PICTURES

Bill Murray, Bugs Bunny and Michael Jordan talk strategy during a time-out in Warner Bros. ‘Space Jam.’
look to be threats for winning an Academy Award. It does succeed in its mission, though, which is to lightheartedly
entertain the audience.

Because of the successful animation
and the prevalence of surround sound for
the element of surprise, this movie is one
ideally seen on the big screen. The movie

should do well because of its star
power, and it will be a runaway hit at
second-run,

two-dollar

theaters

at

some point during winter break.
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‘Chess’ Is
A Battle Of

Who’s Better? No One Else
By Tony BENo-HOLDEN
SpeciaL TO THE Hoya

The Minds

The Who played Monday night to an
enthusiastic crowd of 12,000 fans at
USAir Arena. Original band members,

By LAuReEN PurFeR

including lead guitarist Pete Townshend,

singer Roger Daultrey and bassist John
Entwhistle were reunited for yet another
tour by the band that defined arena rock.
Most classic rock fans have seen the
clips of Townshend leaping offamps and
jamming furiously on his guitar or perhaps images of him jamming his Les
Paul guitar through the speakers and
lighting it on fire. In their golden years,
The Who managed to put together an
onstage act that embodied the sentiments
of many young people trying to change
the world but running into brick walls.
The Who came onstage at about 8 p.m.
Monday night. Townshend strapped on

SPECIAL TO THE Hova

One would not expect a musical about
two opposing chess players to be particularly dramatic. As the lights went
down and the voice of Gregor Vassy
nt
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(Mike Bober, SES ’00) filled the room,

however, the actors and production staff
of Mask & Bauble manage to provide an
enjoyable evening of theater.
Freddie (Ehren Halse-Stumberg, COL
’00) and Anatoly (Phil Higgins, COL
’98) — two chess champions from the
United States and Russia, respectively
— are competing in the 1988 World
Chess Championships in the Mask &
Bauble Production.
+ The plot revolves around the complex
relationships between the characters and
the pressures that are on placed on them
by outside forces. Freddie brings both
his agent, Walter Anderson (Kevin
Christy, COL ’00) and the U.S. chess
expert Florence Vassy (Erin Durkay,
SFS ’99). — who happens to be his
former lover— along with his pompous
attitude

to

Bangkok,

one

of

an acoustic guitar, his brother took over

the

tournament’s locations.
In addition to dealing with the pressures of a world-class chess match, things
become difficult for both chess champions when Florence falls in love with
Anatoly — who has a wife. The plot
thickens when Freddie’s agent turns out
to be working for the FBI and it is
revealed that Florence’s father may still
be alive somewhere in their native
Budapest. These affairs are all settled by
the end of the play, but with numerous

GiLLian BuRgEss/THE Hoya

Phil Higgins (COL '98) and Erin Durkay (SFS '99) in Mask & Bauble's ‘Chess.’
strange twists.
The musical illustrates the opposing
sides of the tournament and the clashing
personalities of the players through the
metaphor of the game of chess and the
Cold War. There are many funny, sardonic lines about the Russians in the play
that bear special political relevance, with
a great deal of commentary on the role of
the U.S. government during the Cold

War.

These comments lead to the show’s
larger theme — that of people actually
being pawns in a huge government game
of chess—reminding
the audience of the
current dynamic between society and
government. As Anderson says at the
end of the play, “We move, they move. A
See CHESS, ». 5G

on the electric, Entwhistle picked up the
bass and Daultrey swung the microphone
on the stage and wailed as he always has.
Townshend rarely plays the Les Paul
anymore, as he learned first-hand that
setting the world’s record for decibels of
sqund produced by an electric guitar has
its negative effects — like going almost
completely deaf.
The room energized as the lights went
down and a drum beat filled the room.
The group that once exemplified teenage
angst — but whose members are now
over 50 — began to rock again.
While there was no destruction of instruments or giant leaps off speakers, the
band still showed a flair for the dramatic.
Daultrey collapsed onstage following an
emotional performance of “Love Reign
O’er Me” only to rise and shout the
opening lines to “5:15.”
Idol took over the part of the bellboy,
originally played by Sting in the film

version

of Quadrophenia.

At the end,

rather than inciting the crowd to violence
as he might have done years ago,
Townshend thanked them for supporting
the band’s artistic efforts.
Following the completion of their
Quadrophenia

set, the band retook the

stage. First, it was just Townshend and
Daultrey. Townshend started playing the
acoustic guitar and, even without the famed
Les Paul, the duo filled the arena with a

magical energy and sang the notes of their
anthem, “We Don’t Get Fooled Again.”

The crowd, still enthusiastic following
“Behind Blue Eyes,’ roared even louder as

Townshend strapped on the Les Paul. After claiming in 1988 that he would never
play electric guitar again, he was about to
start again, deafness and all.
Daultrey had started singing “Who
Are You?” and Townshend began to
play. The atmosphere — like the guitar

LN

— was electric. His genius was obvious
asthe music of a generation lightened the
hearts of an almost sold out arena. And,
at the end, the band took a bow.

The Who is a class act. This was
perhapsthe last opportunity to catch them
in concert and, although they may no
longer display the grit they used to, they
can still put on a show. As the band itself
put it, “I tip my hat to the Constitution,
take a bow for the new revolution ...
changes all around, pick up a guitar and
play, just like yesterday.”
Well, maybe not like yesterday.
Townshend does not do his patented
windmills anymore. He does not destroy
his guitar on stage and Daultrey’s voice
is not as strong as it used to be. Keith
Moon is dead, but The Who can still rock

and they have left a legacy to generations
of bands to come. The rebels are now
happy toendeavor in their artistic efforts.

GEOFF GOUGION/THE Hoy

Roger Daultrey at USAir Arena Monday on The Who's ‘Quadrophenia’
Tour.
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From The Beginning: The History and Styles of Ska
By JAMES A. EARL
Hoya Starr WRITER

Just what the hell is this ska stuff
anyway? No doubt this question must
be running through your mind as you
read this special ska issue of THE GUIDE.
To answer the question briefly, ska is a
form of dance music which surged out
of Jamaica in the early 1960s and continues to capture a loyal and growing
audience today.
Some people would describe ska asa
slower, jazzier reggae — not surprising considering the fact that reggae
grew out of the loins of ska in the late
’60s. But ska is clearly a unique musical form which is distinguished from
reggae by an emphasis of the rhythm
section on the afterbeat rather than the
downbeat.

them to England in the ’60s, where it

was referred to as “Jamaican Blues” or
“Blue beat.”
Ska became popular with the United
Kingdom mod scene as well as the
rising British skinhead scene. Despite:
the image that many people have of
skinheads as neo-Nazis and fascists,
many of the early skins were themselves West Indian immigrants.
For some reason, ska has always
been able to cutthrough the racistrhetoric spewed forth by some skinheads.
The multiracial makeup of many ska
bands has not been an issue for most

In fact, the origins of the word “ska”

skinheads, even those who in the past

have been linked to this repetition of
offbeats. Though it remains a heated

became involved with the far-right wing
British National Front political party.
In response to the rise of the racist
and fascist factions of the skinhead

topic of discussion in the ska world, it

is generally agreed that the term originated from the description of the guitar
sound made when played on the music’s
offbeats. Another possibility is that it
surfaced as a shortened version of
“Skavoovie!,” a greeting used by Clue
J. of the early ska band Clue J. and the
Blues Blasters.
In addition to a strong drum and bass
component, ska bands generally feature arhythin guitarist who emphasizes
the upstroke on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
beats, keyboards and a brass section.

and their initial tours found them opening for popular punk acts. Thus, thetwo
scenes became intimately intertwined
as the two fan groups mingled at these
shows.
In addition to reviving the sound of
’60s Kingston, the Specials brought
back the look of the original rude boys,
albeit with a twist. These new rude
boys (and girls) sported the colors black

ited to the dance halls of Kingston,
however. The music came to the United
States through the Jamaican exhibit at
the 1964 World’s Fair. West Indian
immigrants also brought the sound with

popular punk outfit featured on last
summer’s Lollapalooza tour, is partially made up of former Operation Ivy
members who continue to incorporate .
ska into their songwriting style.
Punk is not the only other musical
form in the third wave mix, however.
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, among

and white almost exclusively; this 2- _ others, have added a hard core/metal

tone fashion was intended to reflect the

flair and adapted the rude boy style in

racially diverse makeup of the new
bands.
The standard outfit for a rude boy of
the time — a style that continues today
-— was a slim-fitting black suit, a white

accordance with their own predilection

white socks and clunky black shoes.
The 2-Tone sound and its 2-tone look
was rapidly adopted by the British public and the label became nothing short
of a phenomenon.
Ska scene success was to leave the

for plaid. Other bands have mixed ska
with musical styles ranging from polka
and jazz to new wave and even pure
pop. =
Third wave bands also differ in their
lyrical choices — some bands write
happy, fun songs while others hearken
back to the rude boy/gangster sound as
they attack society’s ills through music.
Recently, bands such as Goldfinger
and No Doubt have enjoyed wide commercial success with songs which —
while they are clearly not ska — certainly incorporate ska influences. This
blending of ska with other types of

Specials as fast as it found them. Mad-

music has led to a backlash

ness, the Specials, and the Beat (known

Bands like Skavoovie and the Epitones
have released albums featuring a more
stripped-down sound which certainly
would have fit into the Kingston scene
of 1961-62.
As third-wave bands have gained
wider audiences they have also garnered strong interest from major record
labels. A certain kind of jealousy and
snobbery has been injected into the
scene by those who label commercially
successful bands “sell-outs,” even when
signing with a major label has no perceptible effect on a band’s sound.
The third ska wave has seen a resurgence of all types of ska, ranging from
the purest Jamaican sounds to musical
hybrids acknowledged as ska by only a
few. The third wave isno longer limited
to the United States now that local ska
scenes have arisen in Europe, Australia
and Japan.
Today. there are a number of very
active ska scenes in the United States.
Along with Boston, New York City,
Southern California and the upper Mid-

shirt, a skinny black tie, black loafers

worn with white socks, a porkpie hat
and wraparound shades. Rude girls generally sported a short black or black and
white checkerboard skirt, a simple white
blouse, black fishnet stockings, short

scene, other skinheads began to iden-

tify themselvesas SHARPs: SkinHeads
Against Racial Prejudice. Though both
factions donned the same clothes and
frequented the same clubs and shows,
they differed in their political and social viewpoints.
For SHARPS, being a skinhead is
about presenting a certain look to the
world and supporting a style of music,
not some nonsense like white power.
Ironically, SHARPs and other non-rac-

ist skinheads face discrimination themWhile the brass and keyboards are optional, they have been the defining asselves as outsiders label them “nazis”
without bothering to learn what they
pect of some of the finest ska bands,
such as the Skatalites and Madness.
really believe.
The message of unity promoted by
Jamaican ska from the 60s — often
so many ska performers has certainly
referred to as “first wave” ska — bore
been a factor behind the music’s appeal
the strong imprint of 1950s American
R&B, bebop, and big band music. Per- ¢ to ‘these groups! By breaking ‘down
barriers between diverse groups of lis-formers from the original ska moveteners and encouraging them to think
ment, such as Desmond Dekker, expeabout the consequences of anger and
rienced these sounds through the moviolence, ska continues to be a positive
bile sound systems which brought muinfluence into the present.
sic to their dancehalls.
In the mid ’60s, back in Jamaica,
The rise of ska as Jamaica’s first
young men without a future — similar
truly indigenous popular music form
to the disaffected youth of the UK —
paralleled the island’s independence
adopted a uniform of ill-fitting suits
movement. In an era when the new
and heavy-duty footwear as well as the
nation was striving to develop a sense
of itself, ska played a major role in name “rude boys” or simply “rudies.”
bringing people together. Indeed, ska These rude boys spawned a whole genre
of ska based on their criminal exploits
became so popular that it was named
the national music of Jamaica in the and gangster pretensions.
Reggae superstars Bob Marley, Peearly ’60s.
ter Tosh and Bunny Wailer got their
Ska’s early popularity was not lim-

fresh new sound which nonetheless retained the ska essentials. Rancid, the

KEREN MoscoviTCH/THE Hoy

Specials guitarist Roddy Byers hits all the right up notes in concert.
“musical start performing this kind of
ska under the name “the Wailers.” This
rude boy culture was also documented
in the cult film “The Harder They
Come,” which featured reggae great
Jimmy Cliff in the lead role.
Ska in the middle 60s was more
tense than in the early days, and the
lyrics became focused on serious issues
such as Jamaica’s political problems
and the bleak future facing the rude
boys.
The first wave of ska had peaked by
this point, however. By 1968, the sound

was being overtaken in the dancehalls
by the slower grooves of rocksteady

in the United States as the English
Beat) went on to become some of the
most prominent British bands of the
>80s, but they largely abandoned their
ska roots as time went on.
2-Tone Records and the scene that
had formed around it began to fall apart
as these new champions of ska began to
bring their music to America. British
ska fell out of the limelight in 1982 and
it once again seemed that ska was done
for. Any reports of ska’s death, however were premature.
5
I'he small inroads that two tone ska

and reggae. It seemed to many that ska

had made

into America paid off as

was dead at this point, buta decade later

bands such

as Fishbone and the Toast-

the sound was reborn out of the ashes of
the U.K. punk scene.
The “second wave” of ska began in
1979 when British producer and
keyboardist Jerry Dammers founded 2Tone Records in the belief that ska
could fill the void left after the inevitable fall of punk and disco. Dammers’
band the Specials and their 2-Tone

ers incorporated the ska flavor into
their musical cocktail. In doing so, they
kept the sound alive through the mid
’80s. In the late *80s the third wave of
ska began as a new generation of ska
bands began to form—this time here in
America.
The hallmark of the third wave has
been the effort to incorporate a wider
degree of experimentation and musical
freedom than their predecessors. Bands
like the now-defunct Operation Ivy went
astep beyond the Specials: mixing equal
parts punk and ska and developing a

labelmates, such as Madness and the
Selecter, played a faster version of ska,

infused with the manic energy of punk.
Many of the artists on Dammers’
label had played punk at some point,

of sorts.’

west, Washington, D.C. has one of the

mostactive scenes inthe nation. Among
the bands that call D.C. home are the
Skunks,

the Pietasters,

Eastern

Stan-

see HISTORY. r. 5G
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Two Tone Ska’s Original Band Stages A Rousing Comeback
By STEPHANIE GATTON
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Specials are back. The band
that defined the two-tone movement of the 1980s has returned
with a new lineup and an altered
sound. Unlike the Specials of
yesteryear,their

latest

album,

“Today’s Specials,” offers its listeners a synthesis of reggae, jazz
and ska.
Though these changes have
brought about a slew of controversy as to whether the band has
remained true to the essence of ska,

one thing still remains certain: the
Specials are one of the most energetic and enjoyable ska outfits on
the scene today.
Bursting onto the scene in 1979"
with its self-titled album, the septet
spearheaded the two tone move-

ment in the United Kingdom. In fact,
original keyboardist Jerry Dammers
founded the now-infamous 2-Tone
record label that served as a haven to
most of the second-wave ska bands.
The Specials of 1979 were known for
their fusion of punk, Jamaican reggae,
rude boy image and their belief that ska
was for everyone. Several early Specials tunes revolved around the politics
of England and theracial tensions prevalent at that time. The fifth track of “The
Specials,” “Doesn’t Make it Alright,”
says that “Just because you’re a black
boy / Just because you’re a white / It
doesn’t mean you've got to hate him / It
doesn’t mean you’ve got to fight.”

A.K.A. a band that impacted the ska
scene in the mid-1980s and managed to

After the success of the first album,

ska, butiitis ska. We never set out to call

the Specials experienced a bit of mediocrity as the entire ska genre appeared to
be weakening. Some members of the
band split off and formed The Special

ourselves a ska band. These new American ska bands have brought [the Specials] back, really. ... We couldn’t change

fill the void between the second and
third waves. Little more was heard from
the Specials. Certainly thoughts of reunion were tossed around, but nothing
concrete ever came of them.
Fast-forward to today. The ska world
is in the midst of third-wave ska, while
several different bands are making it big
by taking the essentials of the music and
mutating them into their own art form.
At a time when bands are moving ahead
and experimenting more than ever, the
Specials return to the scene.
“We're not in a revival,” said guitar-

ist and vocalist Roddy Byers, “It’s not

the world. Maybe they can.”
The current lineup features original
vocalists Lynval Golding and Neville
Staple, bassist Horace Panter and Byers.
New additionsinclude keyboardist Mark
Anthony Adams (who tries hard but
failstoreplace the legendary Dammers),
trombone player Adam Birch, and drummer Aitch Hyatt. To promote this new
incarnation, the Specials released
“Today’s Specials,” an eclectic mix of

12 cover tunes that somehow manages
to include songs from Bob Marley,
Desmond Dekker, and — of all people
-- Neil Diamond on the same CD.
In terms of reggae, “Today’s Specials” offers up a great sampling for its
listener. Each song easily recalls the
sounds of mellow Caribbean rhythms
and beats. Tracks two and 11, “Pressure

Drop” and “Maga Dog,” respectively,
represent the Jamaican influence, com-

plete with rastafarian lyrics and music.
The reunited Specials traveled through
Washington, D.C. recently, stopping in
at the 9:30 Club on October 5. With
opening acts Eastern Standard Time and
Skinnerbox,

this ska show rocked the

audience. Without

question, the Spe-

cials are best heard live, and their studio

recordings have always paled in comparison to what they can do on stage for
a room full of skankin’ fans.
The members of the band knew what
to play for the crowd: The vast majority
of songs in their hour and a half set were
from their debut album. Opening strong
withthe ska anthem “Guns of Navarone,”

they also served up such favorites as
“Do the Dog,” “(Dawn of A) New Era,”
“It’s

Up

to You,”

“Too

Much

Too

Young” and “Concrete Jungle.” Toward
the end of their set, Golding and Staple
invited the audience to unite on stage

©

and sing along with the infamous words
of their hit, “Gangsters.” The band also
performed three encores, including one
in which members of Skinnerbox joined
them onstage for another performance
of “Guns of Navarone.”
“It’s like all these years didn’t exist,”

stated Byers, “It still felt good and natural to play.”
Byers hopes that the Specials’ next
original album will be released in the
Spring of 1997, if not sooner. Longtime
fans of the band can only hope that the
release date holds true. It remains to be
seen if the Specials really can go home
again, and, until an original album is
released,

no

one

will

know

°°

.

for sure.

Nevertheless, the Specials provide one
of the best live ska shows around, and
it’s well worth the slightly higher ticket
price to relish the three or four hours of
fun any Specials show guarantees.

eo
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Guide’s Guide to Best Ska

Ska, Punk Share Scene
By STEPHANIE GATTON
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and Oi! and an entire section devoted
entirely to ska CDs. Smash also carries

Were you a ska fan at home and
haven’t found the rude scene here in
D.C.? Or maybe a novice who thinks a
ska show
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Jerry Dammers on keyboards and
Lynval Golding and Roddy Byers.
This 15-track CD offers up several
classic ska songs, including “A Message to You Rudy,” “Concrete
. Jungle,” and “Monkey Man.” Of special note is track 13, “Gangsters,” a

Smash,

most kids who

come

in the area,” Jackson said. “There are a

ska has exploded on the scene in
Washington. The Pietasters, Eastern
Standard Time and Checkered Cabs
all trace their roots to the District.
As the demand for ska merchandise

lot more shows and clubs have become

more

tainly

paradise, complete with band t-shirts,

y and

By Keren MoscoviTcH

o the

SPECIAL TO THE Hoya

The lights went down on Halloween
night at the Capitol Ballroom as the band
featured inthenight’s‘‘Skalloween Party”
prepared to take the stage. The crowd
craned their necks toward the stage in
order to get that first glimpse of the twotoned, energized and skankin’ Pietasters.
Steve Jackson, the band’s lead singer,
emerged from the fog and the brass trio
began to harmonize. The Pietasters exhibited an incredible amount of energy
and proved its musical passion as they
won over the crowd.
The set began in traditional ska style,
incorporating more jazz riffs and slower,
quieter vocals. As the excitement escalated, so did the band’s energy. The horn
section slowly picked up speed and
Jackson’s lyrics followed suit, until they
reached their peak in time for the band’s
legendary tune, “Freakshow.”
The Pietasters are known to play this
song while people in various circus costumes and other such attire parade around
onstage. During their set, they had two
strippers as well as a fire-eater on stage,
while various members of the band
chucked pumpkins out into the crowd
— a combination that could not have
made the crowd any happier.
The audience exploded when the track §
“Drinkin” and Drivin” 299 resonated from
the speakers, and a group of ska-loving
skinheads that Jackson knew joined him
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peak. The crowd was also able to take
part in the magic that occurred on stage
when the lyrics to “Dollar Bill” provided an opportunity for audience participation. As the crowd echoed the lyrics in time with Rob Covington’s drum
beats, the unity between the band and

their fans came through.
The songs the Pietasters played were
mostly from “Strapped Live,” recorded
live at D.C.’s own Black Cat Club in

with songs from the Studio One label.
Even more enticing than the music is
the excellent liner notes that provide an
accurate and interesting history of ska.
Note: This is not reggae!
The

Skatalites,

“Hi-Bop

Ska!”; Shanachie Records:
‘Thisalbum, billed as theband’s 30th
anniversary recording, features 16 of
the tunes which helped the Skatalites

1995, and on “Oolooloo,” the latest stu-

dio recording by the Pietasters, also
from 1995.

The musicians who presently make
up the Pietasters have only been together for about two years. However,
according to Jeremy Roberts, the band’s
trombone player, the current combination has been one of their best.
Roberts says the guys that are no
longer permanent members of the band
still contribute to the music, providing a
variety of musical views and talents.
The Pietasters are happy with the level
of brotherhood that has been established
between them, for it affects their perfor-

mance on stage.
The success of the performance was

Skalloween

show,

the

Pietasters

INSTIGATORS, rrom p. 1G

s ©

On the surface, the Instigators hardly
look like a group of musically rebellious
Generation X-ers. They re well-groomed
— each wears their hair short and clothing neat, and their demeanors glow with

politeness.
:
In terms of musical experience, several of them had brief stints in other
bands, but, according to Benke, “I think

CN

all [our] pre-Instigator bands pretty much
sucked.”
Thus, the members are humble, but
once the seven of them come together,
their ideas feed off one another to create
the liveliest of ska music. “It’s cool
because everybody brings ideas for dif-
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gtime
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ferent parts,” said Golden. “If someone’s

idea is good, then we’ll go with it as a
group.”
“Ifadisagreement escalates, then we’ll
try to find a common ground,” Frank
adds.
The common ground shows up in the
many different songwriting abilities dis-

RNESN

( OURTESY2- TONE RECORDS

so great is its inclusion of mostly wellknown ska bands (such as the Busters,
the Toasters, the Deltones, Mr. Review, and the Hot Knives), rather than

lumping together large quantities of
bands with only a few decent songs.
“Rude Awakening!” makes a great
addition to any ska collection.
Let’s Go Bowling, “Mr.
Twist”; Moon Ska Records:

Bad Manners, “This is Skal”;

The band’s second CD, “Mr. Twist”
is one of the definitive albums
of third-

Dojo Records:
Aside from boasting a lead singer
Buster Bloodvessel,

the band’s studio and live recordings,

fi

including the all-too-enjoyable
“Skinhead Love Affair,” “Skinhead
Girl,” and “Big 5.”

with “Guns of Navarone,” a ska take on
the theme from the World War II
commando film which has become a

. Operation lvy, “Energy”
Lookout Records:
Although this band self-destructed
back in 1989 as it stood on the verge
of a major breakthrough, it continues
to exertamajor influence on the thirdwave ska scene. Contrary to the belief
of many fans who came to Op Ivy
through punk, these boys from Berkeley did not invent ska, but they may
very well have invented ska-punk.
Lookout Records hasrecently released
an extended version of the band’s
1989 LP “Enengy” which includes
seven tracks off of earlier EPs. Some

ska phenomenon. Basically, anything

of the finer tracks include “Unity,”

by the Skatalites is bound to be good,
but this album stands out due to its
“Best of” format.

“Healthy Body Sick Mind,” and the
instrumental track “Bankshot.” At 27

COURTSEY OF LOOKOUT RECORDS

attain theirposition as ska’s elder statesmen. The album also features guest
appearances by numerous members of
other Jamaican ska and reggae bands
such as Toots Hibbert of the Maytals
and Prince Buster. “Hi-Bop Ska!” opens

vampire teeth and white make-up.
“The crowd was awesome,” he said,
echoing the sentiments of the rest of the
band.
Despite the excellent outcome of the
had

several long trips ahead of them; they
were preparing for the following perfor-.
mance at Roseland in New York City,
after which they had to return to Maryland for another show. They took advantage of those few moments backstage between shows to relax, joke
around, and revel in the night’s success,
the success that undoubtedly awaits them
in the future.

EERE

Bad Manners epitomizes the sound of
British Ska during the 2nd Wave.
This “Best of” CD features a mix of f

in one word, “fun,” grinning through
:

EE

¥

2-Tone Records:
This compilation encompasses the
history and sound of the two-tone
revolution in its 16 golden tracks.
The album opens with “Gangsters,”
the Special A.K.A. single with which
Dammers launched the label and
closes with “Ghost Town,” The Specials track which signalled for many
the end ofthe era. The 14 tracks which
intervene include standouts such as
The Beat’s masterful cover of Smokey
Robinson’s “Tears of a Clown” and
“Too Much Pressure” by The Selecter.
The liner notes include a definitive
history of the label written from the
point of Walter Jabsco, the label’s
cartoon logo.

with the name

apparent backstage as the band gathered
equipment in preparation for their next
destination. Saxophonist Alan Makranzy,
exhausted after a spirited performance,
described his satisfaction with the show

tracks for around $10, this CD

is a

deal that is hard to beat.
The Specials, “The
Specials”;

2-Tone

Records:

This first studio recording of the
original Specials lineup is lauded as
one of the earliest albums of secondwave ska. In addition to featuring

<|

Various, “Rude Awakening!
Volume One”; Cartel Records:
Straight from the era that revived
and revitalized the ska sound comes
this rude compilation of some of the

CourTESY OF MOON RECORDS

wave ska. It has 16 tracks, with flavors
of latino, old-school ska, and heavy

dancing beats. Heavy with horns and
complex off-beat rhythyms, “Mr.
Twist” is a sure buy for the ska fan.
The Toasters, “New York Fe-

ver”; Moon Ska Records:
The Toasters can claim fame for start-

ing the third wave of ska in the United
States. Their fourth CD, “New York
Fever”is one of the tightest ska albums
around. With covers of “Night Train”
and “Low Rider” (transformed into the
ska tune “Shebeen”), the 13-track CD
represents the finest in New York City
tunes.
—Compiled by James A. Earl,
Stephanie Gatton, Charlie Prince,

Amir Sufi

Alt-Rock Bands Trace Roots
By CHARLIE PRINCE
Hoya Starr WRITER

Keren MoscovitcH/ THE Hoya

Rude singer Steve Jackson leads the hard touring Pietasters.

\ « Campus Band Shows True Talent
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COURTESY OF 2-TONERECORDS

and getting the bands to come.”
As ska continues to grow on the national scene, support of the music in the
nation’s capital is steadily increasing.
While this genre of music still remains a
predominantly underground phenomenon, D.C. is fast becoming one of the
best cities to get your local ska fix.
Ted Morris of Eastern Standard Time
contributed to this article.
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Various, “This Are 2-Tone”;

clubs. Many of the local bands had debut

retailers are

bands from around the world, the ma-

jority of musicians covered hail from
the U.K. What makes this compilation

Capone” and a veritable anthem of
. the 2-Tone movement.

store for ska are looking for big name
acts like the Specials, the Pietasters or
the Toasters. “We sell a lot of ska,”
Simpson said. “We’re pretty known in
the area for it. You can find ska CDs at
other places, but we have all our ska
sectioned off by itself.”
The establishment of Moon Ska
Records has given many D.C. bands the
publicity necessary for big shows at big

nativerock and interest in new sounds,

hottest ska bands of the late 1980s.
Though the CD is billed as including

cover of the Prince Buster hit, “Al

into her

albums on lesser known labels, but later
signed with Moon, the outlet ska bands
look toward to increasetheir audience.
The results for D.C. bands are obvious:
between 800 and 900 people packed into
the Capital Ballroom on Halloween to
check out the Pietasters, the Skunks and
Spring-Heeled Jack.
“The ska scene has grown quite a bit

beginning to cater to the needs of the ska
fanatic. For several years now, Smash
Records on M Street has been providing
the D.C. area with a hefty supply of ska
paraphernalia. It’s averitable ska lover’s

scene

Elvis Costello as producer, it features

Cat. Smaller, lesser-known venues such
as Club Asylum on U Street and Phantasmagoria in Wheaton, Md. are also
hubs for frequent ska shows.
“The ska scene in Washington grew
with the underground punk scene,” said
Steve Jackson, lead singer of the
Pietasters and D.C. native. “Back in the
day, [punk and ska] were very mixed,
and ahundred people would come out to
catch the shows and hang out.”
Recently, with the growth of alter-

and music increases, more

tones

Bob Marley and the Wailers,

“One
Love”;
Heartbeat
Records:
Marley got his start here, backed by
the legendary ska band, the Skatalites.
“One Love” is a double-CD complete

uted by record companies, others
grouped together in titles like “D.C.
Ska” or “Essential Oi!” According to
Jennifer Simpson, sales associate at

Either way,

Ballroom, The 9:30 Club and the Black

yle in

patches,

on ska, punk

several ska compilations, some distrib-

you’ve come to the right city to check
out the ska scene in all its dimensions.
Washington, D.C., with its growing
underground punk and ska scene, is
beginning to rival New York City as the
center of skanking music in the country.
The scene is growing steadily, with big
name clubs inviting ska bands on a
regular basis. In November, ska bands
are headlining shows at The Capital

SS re-

orate

could be fun?

buttons,
books

played on the band’s recordings. On a
rough-sounding demo tape that they recorded last May, the Instigators demonstrate their nifty ability to change the
pace and focus of their music.
The future single, “Are You 18?” is a
boisterous, witty, ass-shaking swing tune
that consists of suggestive come-ons to
an attractive young female, while the
slower “Only You” takes a more romantic approach to male-female relations,
using a more tame horn section and
smooth backing vocals. “Matty’s Song,”
the last song on the brief compilation,
captures the band at their fast-and-furiousbest, withthe highlight being Franks
commanding vocals.
The riveting sound from “Matty’s
Song” is also captured on “She’s Out the
Door,” a disgruntled farewell to an unfaithful girlfriend, which was recorded

by the band’s former lineup, but is still
a favorite.
The Instigators have played various
clubs in the Baltimore/Washington area
and have opened for major ska acts such

asthe Toasters, the Pietasters, Bim Skala
Bim, and the Meatmen. According to
band members, not being the headlining
band at a club hardly matters because
audiences are really just interested in
hearing good ska music.
Nonetheless,

the members

Haven’t heard of the Specials? Well,
surely the Pietasters—No? Not evén the
Toasters? There’s a reason for that:
they’re not popular.
Many ardent ska fans would reply
that the above bands played a significant role in early waves of ska, but
unless you’ve taken some time to let the
ska terms and history set in, that probably won’t mean much to you.
The fact remains that ska has gathered only a small following throughout
all its “waves.” Even some of the biggest ska bands are still relatively small.
Perhaps what’s even more important is
the “closed-circuit-members-only” element that is so characteristic of ska —
until recently.
In the last couple of years, something
unprecedented has happened: Ska has
leaked into the mainstream. Devoted

“If he decides to come back, that will
just give us a phatter horn section,”
Fallin said. “So, that definitely won’t be
a problem.”

For now, however, the band plans on
doing another studio recording without

do have

Hoban. In late March, they will re-enter

favorites: Virginia has more cities and

the studio to record seven new songs,
while continuing to perform live shows
in the area.
Booking shows in Washington this
semester has been particularly hard,
according to Frank, so the band has
played closer to Georgetown. They performed at the tailgating party on Homecoming weekend as well as at the Grog
& Tankard on Wisconsin Avenue as “a

better audiences, while Maryland audiences tend to be more lame. “Still, I’ve

met some high school kids from Maryland that have come down for some of
the Bayou shows,” Frank concedes.

“The Richmond crowds are usually
the best,” says Fallin, whose proper
manners go as far as wanting to be
referred to as Jonathan so as not to
irritate his mother. “But most of the time
the college audiences are the most receptive.”
Although the band has shuffled members in the past, the current lineup will
probably remain permanent unless
‘Hoban decides to rejoin them, a prospectthatdoesn’tbother the band’s members.

warm-up

for Jon

and

Dan,”

both

of

whom joined the band this past semester.

In terms of being college students
and practicing three times a week, the
members acknowledge that they have
had to make sacrifices in other areas.
“I’d definitely say we have less free
time than most students,” Benke said.

ska fans are often indignant upon hearing this, and will outrightly deny it, but
it is true. They’re even on MTV.
It’s neither the Specials nor the
Pietasters who are receiving the attention. Ina sense, it’snoteven “ska bands”

who have brought ska to the forefront of
popular music. The bands that have
blended ska with more typical alternative music have recently pioneered a
new territory in music. Other bands like
No Doubt, Goldfinger, Rancid and even
the Offspring are in many cases so popular they’re often too big for all but the
largest venues. No Doubt, a band that
until recently garnered only a small following, is playing the large George
Mason Patriot Center on December 9.
What have they done to be classified
as ska-influenced bands? The biggest
difference is that they’ve added horns
— taboo instruments of the popular alternative scene until recently. Many say

“[Practicing and performing] is what
we do with most of our free time.”
The members are hoping that all their
hard work will translate into a record
deal. Their producer, King Django, is
popular with mid-sized record labels—
“not the kinds that will make you a
millionaire,” said Benke—and is shopping their demo tape to a lot of them,
according to Benke. He has also used
his influence to get the Instigators into
the New York market, where they have

played three shows already.
The band hopes to mirror the success
of Django, who played with the band
Rancid on last summer’s Lollapalooza
tour. Ifa record deal doesn’t come soon,
however, the members have not dis-

cussed whether they want to continue
playing after they graduate.
“We’re going to see what happens,”
said Benke. “We have some time before
we really start thinking about that.”
At this point in their careers, success
doesn’t seem like such a radical idea
anymore.

that the ska music scene is just a fad, but

as long as ska-influenced bands continue to become popular, to a degree at
least, ska is here to stay.

/
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Now that you've
a taste of the ska

™~N

scene, THe Guipe is here to provide you with a list of upcom-

ing skashowsintheD.C. area.
Go to them, enjoy the music
and have fun skankin’!
Friday, Nov.15— 9:30 Club: The
“Toasters, Reel Big Fish and Isaac

Green & the Skalars
Saturday, Nov. 23— Phantasmagoria:
Eastern Standard Time, The Instigators
Wednesday, Nov. 27— Black Cat: The
Scofflaws, The Skunks and The
Smooths
Sat., Dec. 7- “The Ska’lidayShow”
featuring The Pietasters, Ruder Than
\You, The In Steps and The Instigators
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Streisand’s Mirror Shines
By JENNIFER DoLL
SpeciaL 70 THE Hoy4

Director Barbara Streisand delves into life’s
universal mysteriesin “The Mirror Has Two Faces.”
The movie is driven by some universal big questions: sex, love, beauty and romance.

Gregory Larkin (Jeff Bridges) and Rose Morgan (Barbara
Streisand) are two professors at Columbia University who
meet in response to a personal ad placed by Larkin — an ad
which contains the strange stipulation that physical appearance is not important. .
Larkin, devastated by past relationships, is obsessed by the
idea of a love without lust. In his opinion, sex is a poison which
contaminates — and ruins — his relationships with women.
Streisand fits his ideal of a smart, engaging woman with whom
he can have a relationship only because he is not attracted to her.
Bridges brilliantly plays a stereotypical calculus teacher.
Bridges’ Larkin is boring and wears a little bow tie. The fact
that he’s a handsome guy is supported by the college girls who
swoon when he wears jeans to class. Conversely, Streisand’s
class is drawn in by her charismatic teaching style and personality. The two professors personify opposites at Columbia:
math and English, ugly and pretty, boring and dynamic.
The two become inseparable companions and then husband

COURTESY TRISTAR PICTURES

and wife without any more physical interchange than a very
awkward peck on the lips. Suddenly, things change for Streisand,
and she decides that she needs a little more than just intellectual
companionship. After a disastrous attempt at consummating the
marriage, she returns to her witch-like mother (played marvelously by Lauren Bacall) and undergoes a metamorphosis.
The remainder of the movie focuses on Streisand’s new,

beautiful self and others’ attempts to deal with it. As Bridges
struggles with his new attraction for his wife, the audience is
faced with profound questions on the appreciation of beauty
and the necessary role of romance in relationships.
The cast is remarkable. Pierce Brosnan plays Alex, a handsome, wealthy Brit married to Streisand’s gorgeous sister with
his usual style. Lauren Bacall, as Streisand’s ex-beauty-queen
mother, sustains some of the best scenes in the movie. The

mother-daughter relationship portrayed between Bacall and
Streisand is also incredibly realistic. It also sheds light on the
importance which women place on their appearances.
As well as asking powerful questions, “The Mirror Has Two
Faces” delivers insightful answers. The nature of beauty, the
myth of romance vs. the reality of love, and the importance of
meaningful life relationships all factor into the movie’s “math +
English = what?” equation. Along with great actors and an
intriguing, slightly twisted story, Barbara Streisand’snew movie
provides a glimpse into the truths everyone wants to know.

Lauren Bacall, Jeff Bridges and Barbra Streisand explore the passion in relationships in “The Mirror Has Two Faces.”

Hoya Music Reviews
It’s Easy Being Green
When a band counts among its
friends Mike Mills of R.E.M. and Art

songs, like the second track “Nowhere,” could easily be mistaken for

Alexakis of Everclear, it comes as no

an Everclear riff.
There is a different side to Frogpond
that sounds more Magnapop-inspired.
The fifth track “Be” sounds a lot like
Magnapop’s “Slowly Slowly” — the
title track from its second album.
Frogpond’s singer Heidi Phillips actually sounds remarkably similar to
Magnapop’s
lead singer. Thereis, how-

surprise that their debut album garners some fanfare. After playing for
R.E.M:’send -of- tour party and opening for the likes .of Everclear,

the

Toadiesand Letters to Cleo, Frogpond
has released its first album, “Count to
Ten
Frogpond’s charm is in its ability
to write simple straightforward songs
— the kind that stick in your head for
a couple of weeks often against your
will. As the focus is not on the fancy
guitar parts, mysterious puzzling lyrics or intensely tricky vocals that are
the signatures of many bands, its attention is in theory more centered
around whatever inspired the song.
This idea of keeping the music
simple and pure has always been
popular in contemporary music and is
at the root of punk music. Recently,
simpler music ‘like Frogpond’s has
been more attractive to people who
grew up in the face of metal guitarists
playing 1,000 notes per second, trying to come up with the trickiest guitar solo in history. Frogpond doesn’t
do that. Their music is more in the
vein of music like Everclear— where
the guitar riffs in most songs are painfully simple yet effective.
It is not surprising, then, that the

producer of Frogpond’s new release
— “Count to Ten” — is Alexakis,
lead singer of Everclear and back-up
vocalist for one track on the album.
Indeed, the guitar parts on some of the

ever, a notable difference between the

two singers: a good ten years at the
least.
Frogpond is a female Silverchair.
Judging from its press photo, the age
range in the band must be twelve to
eighteen at best. Listening to the music, one would not know how young
the band is. The only tip-off comes in
its lyrics, which have an uncanny
Green Day-like feel of parents talking. The fourth track shows a clear
example ofthis, repeatedly complaining, “You’ve been a disappointment
to us all.”
Regardless, this album is not a disappointment. The music is simple pop
—and pretty good. The band is young,
but it doesn’t seem to interfere with the
music much at all. If anything, their
ages are an advantage to the musicians, as Frogpond should have along
life ahead of it. “Count to Ten” is very
easy to listen to with lyrics that many
people can identify with. Fans of
Everclear and Magnapop should definitely check it out.

— Charlie Prince

Corrosion of Conformity
Corrosion of Conformity was
known throughout the *80s as a punk/
hard-core band who took a decided
turn toward heavy metal in 1991 with

the masterful “Blind.” Although the
change disillusioned fans from the
band’s earlier days, the strength of
songs such as “Voting With a Bullet”
and “Dance of the Dead” helped the
band create an equally strong fanbase. In 1994, Corrosion of Confor-

mity struck back with “No Deliverance”™ an album which gave a big
nod to the band’s Black Sabbath influences, and the band’s strongest
release up to that point.
Now the band is back with its newest masterpiece,

“Wiseblood,”

and

this album may very well go down as
the best heavy metal album of 1996.
The production is more raw than the
polished sound of “No Deliverance”,

which allows the listener to better

appreciate the strength of the songs
themselves. “Wiseblood” isa veritable
how-to of heavy metal, groove, feel,
andattitude. Equal doses of "70s heavy
rock excess and 80s thrash economy
are employed, along wit By.e Hendrixstyle jams, and slow, detuned and distortion-filled guitars. It should be noted
that despite the straight-faced music
scene of the ’90s, Corrosion of Confor-

mity dares to boogie on this album.
Swingin’, shuffle-style bounce rhythms
givesongssuchasthetitle track, “Born
Again for the Last Time”added kick.
The strongest track on the album is

recent albums

fell on deaf ears, as

hip-hop moved on to the next group.
Now Chuck D is back with a solo
release entitled “Autobiography of
Mistachuck.” The album fails to turn
back the clock though — proving
once again that the past is the past,
especially in hip-hop. At 35 years of
age, Chuck D is old. He is the elder

statesman of the eternally youthful’
culture that is hip-hop.

By Eric Womack
SPECIAL TO THE HOvA

Michelangelo’s power and influenc
in the world of art has never been see
more clearly than in an exhibition o
drawings on display until the fifth o
January in the East Wing of the Nationa
Gallery of Art.
This collection, from the British Roya
Collection at Windsor Castle, features 1

sheets—a total of 22 drawings—all don
by Michelangelo as well as 51 drawing
by his contemporaries, including those o
Raphael, Perino del Vaga and Annibal
Carracci. Whether artist, art history stu
dent

or just

interested

in

art,

th

Michelangelo exhibition provides a fasci
nating walk through Michelangelo’s de
culminating in the finished sketches tha
emphasize Michelangelo’s place in his
tory.
The exhibit is held in a circular roo
on the main floor of the East Building
providing a literal walk through the de
velopment of Michelangelo’s sketche
Upon entering, the viewer is immediately surrounded by faces that stare back
in a disinterested and, in some cases,
piercing way. These faces are the teste
divine or divine heads which were
Michelangelo’s way toexplorethephysical details of the face in profile as well as
different states of mind. This group is
divided into the beautiful and the grotesque, a contrast that Michelangelo exploits in order to make each subject even

more godlike or even more terrifying.
The beautiful is represented by the
“Head of the Virgin,” a half-finished
three-quarter view of the Virgin Mary,
while a few steps to the right will turn the
peaceful visage of Mary into the tortured
face ofthe “Grotesque Mask.” After viewing Michelangelo’s images, the viewer
can scan the works of those that would
follow him. The “Head of a Warrior” by
Francesco Salviati and the “Damned
Soul” by an unidentified artist attest to
Michelangelo’s influence inthe media of
chalk and pencil as they show the same
attempt to capture the mythological
beauty and terror seen before.
Turning right and continuing in the

circle, the viewer enters three consecu-

tive rooms that show Michelangelo’s
influence on drawing that existed even in
his paintings and his sculpture. Because
Michelangelo’s drawings were so difficult to obtain, the artists that followed

him sought inspiration from his other
works. The effect of the Pauline Chapel,
the Sistine Chapel, and the sculpture on
the tomb of Lorenzo de Medici are focused on in these rooms.
The style of composition and the representation of the human form are all
drawn by Michelangelo’s contemporaries from these works. The confusion and
multiplicity of figures and images in the
Pauline Chapel as well as the tug-of-war
between angelsand demons on the Sistine
Chapel were not only used as models but
were copied directly by such artists as
Sebastiano del Piombo and Annibale
Carracci. The sculpture of Michelangelo
was used as a tool for understanding the
human body, as Michelangelo’s powerful and muscular forms find themselves
being used as a dominant style in the

HISTORY from p. 2G

stomp-along guitar riff.
This album isan everyman’s heavy

dard Time, the Favorites, Down Beat
Rulers, the Decepticonz, and Georgetown

this music has one thing in common: it is
unquestionably dance music. One can

metal album, with a lot of cool influ-

University’s own Instigators.
:
The bands of the third wave have a
very good sense of the legacy of which
they are a part. Covers of great ska hits
like “Guns of Navarone” are common-

listen to ska at home, but somehow the

ences and styles whipped together to
make one fabulous 120-decibel headbutt. “Wiseblood” is a winner from
beginning to end.
— Daniel Woolpert

While the album doesn’t capture
the glory days, Chuck manages to
show that he’s still got it. His familiar
voice and demeanor are evident, and
hisrhymesare powerful. While Chuck
proves that he’ll always have something smart to say in his lyrics, his
music does not captivate.
The beats are often boring. The
most memorable exceptionisthe headbopping “Underdog,” in which Chuck
raps about keeping his composure in
the face of clueless critics. But for the
most part, the music simply does not
match Chuck’s fury.
Indeed, Chuck always seems like

he’s furious about something. On
“Autobiography” the object of his
anger is the music industry. He lashes
out at music executives who “pimp”
black artists and black culture for
monetary gain.
Chuck’s solo effort is not bad, but
his day has clearly passed. He’s a
testament to the fact that we can’t stay
young forever. Chuck still hasa lot to
say, but unfortunately without any
standout beats or a sophisticated production there may not be many people
who take the time to listen.
— Neil Roy

work of his contemporaries.
The next two rooms of the exhibition
are the most interesting of the show.
These rooms feature sketches
of the human body by Michelangelo, first using
chalk, then pen and ink. The sketches in

these rooms
include
some
by
Michelangelo of the muscles of the leg
and the neck as well as those of the torso.
Such studies of the human body were
essential to the development of art as
Michelangelo’s contemporaries used
these examples as building blocks for
their own styles. Even Raphael, one of
Michelangelo’s most hated contemporaries, clearly used his drawings in his
early years in such works as “Hercules
and the Hydra” to describe the physical
aspects of the body. Hercules is shown in
a three-quarter view, with muscles that
bulge from every corner of the body. The
fight with the Hydra seems less of a
struggle than an exhibition of manhood,
a style that comes straight from the representations of the human form by
Michelangelo.

Live Ska Music Gaining Momentum in ’90s

“Man or Ash”, featuring a crushing,

Mistachuck’s Rhymes Old
When Public Enemy first appeared
on the hip-hop scene they were the
hardest hitters alive. Musically creative and lyrically provocative, PE
was at the height of their popularity in
the late 80s. Their crown jewel is
1988’s universally acclaimed “It
Takes
a Nation of Millions
to Hold Us
Back.” Angry, pro-black and intelligent, PE preached, and people listened.
Chuck D was the heart and soul of
PE and his voice is one of the most
recognizable in hip-hop. While Chuck
was with PE he rhymed with authority and his powerful presence demanded an audience. But that was
eight years ago. The flavor-of-themonth mindset of the hip-hop culture
has not been kind to PE. Their more

Michelangelo Exhibit Graces National Gallery

As diverse as ska has become, all of

place, and new bands often draw their

names from the songs and stories of their
predecessors. For example, the Dance
Hall Crashers draw their name from
gangs of rude boys in *60s Jamaica who
were hired by party promoters to break
up the dance parties of their rivals.

experience cannot compare to skanking
the night away in a crowded club as one
band or another cranks out the latest
favorite. Skanking has become the accepted dance of the third wave: it is
essentially little more than walking in
place with flair. While it may sound
rather basic, it is contagiously fun.
Ska shows also tend to include four to
five bands encompassing a variety of
styles on the bill for anywhere from $8 to

$15. The audience of a typical ska show
here in Washington consists of large
numbers of rude boys and girls, a smat-

tering of skinheads and punks and a majority of people who look like they just
stepped off the street. Ska is music for
everyone, and most shows reflect this
with an all-ages admission policy. Therefore, ska continues to satisfy its longtime
constituency while simultaneously reaching out to a wider audience.
So, what is ska? Simply great dance
music which is as fresh and energetic as
it was on those hot nights in Kingston 35
years ago.

Burning The Midnight Oil Once Again
Hoya Starr WRITER

Midnight Oil’srootsare deeply planted
in the tradition
of protest music. Besides
being a fairly mainstream rock band,
Midnight Oil has long been an outspoken, fervently emotional champion of
social and environmental causes.
On

its

most

is a

the album is set by the first track, “Un-

mostly excellent combination of rockin’
guitar, outstanding percussion and bass
andthe distinctive and varied vocals of the
band’s singers.
Midnight Oil is perhaps best known
for the single “Beds Are Burning,” from
the early album “Diesel and Dust.”
Since then, the Australian band has mellowed, and its past two albums are much
like this one in that they highlight a band
whose music has slowed and whose vocals have become tighter.
“Breathe” is characterized by lyrics
which almost seem to move through the
protest song theme by rote. The tone of

derwater,” which is an upbeat, fanciful

its musical value alone, the album

By ANbRew CURRY

recent

album,

“Breathe,” its music and their lyrics
seem to diverge. Even more mellow
and rhythmic than its last album,
“Earth and Sun and Moon,” the al-

bum lacks the emotional intensity of
its older work. Nonetheless, taken for

track that brings to mind pictures of an
idyllic, uninhabited isle. After that, how-

ever, the band makes halfhearted attempts
to treat subjects as varied as domestic
abuse and racism, none of which sound

particularly sincere.
Musically, though, the band sounds as
tight as ever. “Breathe” comes off as less
polished than the last album, but still

shows the influence of more than a decade of touring together. If you are a fan,
or if you are one of those who look for a
great sound rather than tight lyricism,
“Breathe” is a good bet.

Please Recycle The Hoya Guide!

The end of the exhibition shows the
finished drawings that Michelangelo presented to friends as gifts. These drawings, because Michelangelo’s works were
largely inaccessible, were studied and
copied by those that came after him. The
conclusion thatthese finished works give
tothe viewer is one that should have been
building
throughout
the
show.
Michelangelo is clearly the master; those
that came after him were only students.
Michelangelo’s depiction of the Roman Emperor Titus being attacked by the
vulture was directly copied by three of his
contemporaries, yet the agony of Titus’
punishment for the attempted rape of Leto
cannot be copied from Michelangelo’s
drawing. All three artists try and fail to
grasp the anguish in the face of Titus as
well as the evil in the eyes of the vulture,
but the most that they are able to accomplish is a mere technical copy of the figures. Thusthe Royal Collection provides a
vivid example of Michelangelo’s dominance during his period
in the history of art
as well as why Michelangelo remains a
model for artists today.
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little thrust gets built up. That’s
how it’s played.”
“Chess” deals with the questions of 1980s society, but it also
raises questions the audience must
answer

for themselves,

such

as

“Do we really live in a democracy?” The thought-provoking aspects of the play are helped by the
well-developed characters. The
actors, who work well with each

other, stand out particularly in their
musical performances, singing in
harmony and alone well.
Though the musical aspect of
the play is different, it nonetheless
fits in terms of the play’s various
settings. The singing voices and
vocalranges ofthe actorsareamazing. Halse-Stumberg, Durkay and
Higgins have wonderful voices that
blend together to make the show a
complete success.
Also of note is Mary Conway’s
(COL ’97) minimalist island set
design, which allows the audience
the opportunity to be encompassed
by the harmonizing vocals. The
lighting design, by Jack Shay (SFS
’97) adds an intensity to the actor’s
performances, using lighting techniques that magnify and highlight
the characters’ facial expressions.
“Chess” leavesits audience satisfied with the resolution of the
various plot elements and questionsthatarise throughoutthe play.
Mask & Bauble presents this
year's fall musical, “Chess,”
starting Friday.
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Big Head Todd: A Big Success

Rush
Rocks

By JoHN RocHE
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Boulder, Co.-based
soul/blues trio Big Head Todd
“ and the Monsters played
Georgetown’s own Gaston Hall on Nov.
6, as part of a tour that they are doing
before the release of their new album in
February.
The album will be the band’s third

USAIr
By BiLL JORDAN
Hova Starr WRITER

B
Rush is arena rock. Com§ bining lights, lasers and vidcos, the band’s performances

album,

“Test

for Echo,”

The band — Todd Park Mohr on vocals and lead guitar, Rob Squires on bass
and Brian Nevin on drums — toured
withthe HORDE festival during the summers of 1993 and 1994, which worked to
expand their fan base immensely as well
as enhance their reputation as a terrific
live act.
The Gaston Hall show featured riveting instrumental solos fromall theband’s
members, as well as show-stealing vocal
spotlights on gospel singer Hazel Miller,
a regular performer with the band when
they do shows in the Denver area.
Following the Gaston Hall show,
Squires met with THE Hoya to discuss
both their plans for the upcoming album
as well as past experiences.

lead

songs, some of which date back nearly

20 years.
Starting off with “Dreamline,”

the

first track from Rush’s 1991 effort “Roll
the Bones,” the band launched into a
three-hour, 25-song set which left few

fans disappointed. Much of the first set
was dominated by more recent songs,
during which the band showing how
pleased it was with its most recent release, “Test for Echo,” playing six of the
eleven tracks off the album.
Though the band was making an effort to promote its latest effort —its first
album since 1993’s “Counterparts” —
fans seemed less than pleased. New
tracks seemed to mark sit-down-time
for the USAir Arena crowd, an unfair
statement as to the quality of the recent
album. Tracks like “Driven,” “Half the
World” and the album’s title track are
some of the best Rush has done since
1981°s “Moving Pictures.”
“Test for Echo,” along with “Counterparts” and bits from “Roll the Bones”
show the band heading back to its hard
rock roots, and were all well covered in

the nearly three hour set.
Billing the show as a career retrospective, Rush didn’t ignore its earlier
work. Closing out the first half of its set,

the band played “Closer to the Heart,”
prompting lit Bics all over the arena,
and followed it up with its epic art-rock
story, “2112.” The latter track — from
the 1976 album of the same name —
was, up to that point, the highlight of the
show, with most fans hearing all 20 plus
minutes of the song live for the first

es

THe Hoya:

Sol Tucker/THE Ho

band we’re going to tour yet.
In terms of tonight’s show, [singer]

time.
After an intermission —a 15-minute
breather for the band whose ages all top
the 40 mark —the band returned to play
an amazing second set. Leaving no classic untouched, the band plowed through
classics “Subdivisions,” “Roll the
Bones” and “Freewill.”
On “Freewill,” Lee — proving his
voice hasn’t missed a note since the
song’s first recording in 1981 — impressively hit notes higher than expected

Hazel Miller was a big part. Has she

for his 43-year-old vocal chords.

Before continuing through the final
few tracks, guitarist Alex Lifeson and
Lee left stage, leaving drummer Neil
Peart to show why he is one of the most
highly regarded drummers in music.
Peart ran through a lengthy solo — to
the delight of the crowd — showcasing

every part of his drum kit, which circled
a full 360 degrees around him.
Returning to stage, Lee and Lifeson
ran through the nine-plus minutes of
“Natural Science” and “Force Ten” before playing their two most popular

-

S

been

tracks, “Spirit of Radio” and “Tom Saw-

yer” to close the show. Lighters shone
like

stars

around

the

arena,

and

the

constant applause from the near sellout
crowd brought the band back to perform
“Moving Picture’s” classic instrumental “YYZ” — the band’s tribute to
Toronto International Airport.
Rush’s three-hour performance only
left fans wanting more. Time stood still
as the Canadian power trio performed
classics from the majority of its 19 albums, and entertained a crowd spanning multiple generations.

Grade
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Joe Pantiliano,

.

.

.

Lesbians rob the mob in this well-made and -edited film.
Mob princess Violet gets involved with Corky, and they plot to

A

steal money from Caesar, Violet’s boyfriend. Loaded with

Spike Lee, director

This film depicts the bus ride from South Central LosAngeles
to Washington, D.C. for the Million Man March. Through the

Bus

eyes of a UCLA film student and conversations of riders on the
bus, the message and reason behind the march become clear.

Michael Douglas, Val Kilmer

A bridge building engineer is sent to Africa to complete an

@ geen

ivory trade railroad. Two lions’ continuous attacks on workers

®

lions, but not before they kill over 130 people.

e the Darkness

rich Academy dean who accepts a teaching position at the
‘inner-city’ Marion Barry High School. The film is rapt with
stereotypical portrayals of posh neighborhoods and ghettos.

High
e The Long Kiss

Geena Davis, Samuel L. Jackson

Streisand follows up her hit Oscar-nominated film “The

Jeff Bridges, Barbra Streisand

Prince of Tides” with this story chronicling the relationship
between two college professors. one who embraces passion

Faces
Mel Gibson, Gary Sinise

®

eRansom
®

Romeo & Juliet

Claire Danes, Leonardo DiCaprio

&
®

eSecrets & Lies

assasin turned

on the head. She picks up right where she left off, restarting an
eight-year old assassination attempt.

®

®

This poor movie is about an amnesiac CIA

kindergarten teacher who reverts to her deadly ways after a bump

e¢ Goodnight
Mirror Has 2

No

Funny, fluffy drivel revolving around the useless son of a

Tia Carrere, Jon Lovitz

Now

High School

slow progress. A legendary American hunter helps track the

Brenda Blyth, Claire Rushbrook,
Timothy Spall

and another who runs away from it.
The suspense and adventure (combined with high-quality
acting) make up for the unoriginal plot line and the unconvincing villain (let’s face it: Gary Sinise was never made to be a
bad guy). A solid film.
Twentieth century-remake of the Shakespearean classic, this
film depicts the ill-fated couple in an intense and dizzying
world (set in Verona Beach) full of smoking cigarettes, gangbanging and dropping acid.

pp

oe The Ghost and

A tragic comedy about human relationships, which ends in a

dissappointingly cliched fashion. The film develops three separate family situations, all of which are extremely disfunctional,
and explores them in depth.

®

Jason Patric, Brad Pitt

Robert DeNiro, Dustin Hoffman,
®

®
o%

¢ 8&8

ace Jam

Larry Bird, Bugs Bunny, Patrick
Ewing (CAS ’85), Michael Jordan

®

0
-eSwingers
@

Alex Desert, Jon Favereau, Ron

Livingston, Patrick Van Horn,
Vince Vaughn

perspective.

®

That

*e

Thin

Trainspotting

)

Tom

In this familiar-story, young musicians record a hit song, get

Hanks, Liv Tyler

really famous, meet beautiful women, make lots of money and

eYou Do

’» 6

©

bl @

Based on a true story by New York reporter Lorenzo
Carcaterra, “Sleepers” tells the tale of a bunch of young men,
including two vicious criminals, take revenge upon a group of
prison guards who abused them as youths in juvenile hall.
The Looney Tunes definitely live up to their reputation in
this comedy starring Michael Jordan. The Tunes steal Jordan
from his fledgling baseball career to help them defeat the
Nerdlucks in a game of basketball.
The story of five guys sharing insights and experiences while
cruising the hottest Hollywood nightclubs. The film portrays
an honest look at relationships and friendships from a male

aC

Kevin Bacon, Billy Crudup,

>

$Sleepers

then fall apart. Basically “That Thing You Do” is a morality tale

about the dangers of success.
Ewen Bremner, Robert Carlyle,
Ewen McGregor, Kevin McKidd,
Jonny Lee Miller

®
&
®
®

Films your friendly neighborhood

®f

Guide has yet to'review. . .

An inside look at the Scottish heroin culture, “Trainspotting”

looks at friends Renton, Sick Boy, Spud and Begbie as they get
high, steal and otherwise get themselves arrested. The film

>

0

hardly contributes to the romanticization of heroin.

Big Night
Dear God
The Funeral
Looking For Richard
Michael Collins
MicroCosms

Hooker

didn’thaveastiffrecord. The lastrecord,

Stratagem, didn’t sell as well as the one

in San Francisco,

prior to it, but it still sold, I think, over

And so everyone got the thought about

300,000, which is pretty good.
That last song you did tonight —
“Boom-Boom” by John Lee Hooker
— is that a song you normally per-

him doing that song, and we talked to his

where

we recorded.

management. And we got him down to
sing on it [for the new record]. So
everyone’s really excited about it.

We’ve been fans of hers fora longtime.
She’s from Denver. She has her own
band around Denver. She sang a little bit
on past records, did some stuff on [the
band’s last album] Stratagem and has
always come out and done shows with us
in Denver. The people just love her. So,
for this tour we had her come out. On the
new record, she sings on a couple of
songs. So we’d thought it would be a lot |
of fun to bring her out on the road and let
everyone else know what Colorado already knows.
How would you describe the type of
music you play?
SoL Tucker/THE Hoya
We started out as a blues and soul
Todd
Park
Mohr,
lead
singer
of
Big
Head
Todd
and
the
Monsters,
in Gaston Hall.
cover band, but we just do what we do.

sexual energy, “Bound” is a truly engaging movie.

®
®

Lee

a regular performer with the

Plot Summary

>
eGet On the

studio, John

shows up: he was doing a project for
Amnesty International, I think. He lives

band, or is she a recent addition?

0%

LK

neighboring

comes out, but we’re not sure with which

Arenarocker Geddy Lee of Rush plays to his generations of fans at USAir Arena.

Gina Gershon,
Jennifer Tilly

sBound

played it and kind of blew it off, didn’t
think about it. The next week in the

Is this tour to promote

@"
@

this song to be on the record.” So, we

the new record or will you guys be
touring when the new album is out in
February?
Squires: This tour is really just to remind people that we’re still here. There
will be a world tour when the new record

Stars

Title

probably five years, and put out two
records. So, we have a good grass-roots
fanbase. So once we got on a major label,
we had a solid built-in fan base already.
So that kind of helped make sure that we

Mother Night
Palookaville
Set It Off
Small Wonders
Trees Lounge
Twelfth Night
Vertigo

On

0s

cas
GPB Presents:
‘ATime to Kill
Reiss 103
Fri-Sun 7:30,
10:00

This Week at the Foundry:
Basquiat
Jack

The Postman

LoncSiar

She’s the One

Phenomenon

A Time to Kill
:
Tin Cup

Grading System:

A
B
C
D
F

—
—
—
—
—

Mel
Mel
Mel
Mel
Mel

Gibson
Allen
Brooks
Blanc
Torme

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

length

major label. So, we toured the country for

tion, the 1993 classic entitled Sister
Sweetly, went platinum, while the fol-

than 300,000 copies.

That was a song we used to play a lot
when we first became a band a long time
ago. And just recently, within the last
year or so, we started playing it again.
And our producer was out to see us —
Jerry Harrison, who produced the new
record — and he saw a show where we
played that song. So, once we’d finished
recording the album, he was like “Why
don’t you take a run at Boom-Boom?”
Everyone else thought, “We don’t want

to the fact that

label, but its fifth

low-up, Stratagem, was less successful,
but was still well received, selling more

singer, bassist and keyboardist Geddy
Lee was as animated as if on his first
world tour. The high-pitched vocalist
bounced around the massive stage, playing to the crowd while still putting on
some amazingly good versions of Rush

live shows, or more

form?

overall. Their first major label compila-

release on a major

are among the most entertaining spectacles in music. On Nov. 7 — some 22
years after the band released its first
album, “Rush” — the Toronto power
trio brought its live performance to the
USAIir Arena in Landover, Md.
Playing in support of its 19th full-

Whatever it gets labeled as is fine with
us.
Do you attribute a lot of the success
of the first two albums [Sister Sweetly
and Stratagem] to the strength of your
your sound is so different than most
popular bands?
Another big factor is that we’ve been a
band for ten years now, and we did two
records on our own before we got on a

000000000000
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‘Show
i
emg

Michael

Collins—

Times

i
ina—
Teal pep oitin 9

Ea

(Sat& Sun: 1:00),4:00,

Foundry Theater

7:00, 9:55

1055
Jefferson

Courthouse Plaza
on VA 1:00

4:15,7:15,10:20, (Sat.
10:00,1:00, 4:1 57:15,

Has

2

Faces— Fri: 1:30,
4:45, 7:30,10:15, (Sat:
10:30, 1:30, 4:45, 7:30,
10:15), Sun: 1:30,4:45,
7:30, 10:15, (MonThurs: 1:30,5:30, 8:30)
Ransom— Fri: 1:15,
2:00, 4:00, 5:00, 7:00,
8:00, 9:45,10:45, (Sat:
10:00, 11:00, 1:15,
2:00, 4:00, 5:00, 7:00,
8:00,9:45,10:45), Sun:
1:15, 2:00, 4:00, 5:00,
7:00, 7:50, 9:45,10:30,
(Mon-Thurs:
1:15,
2:00, 4:00, 5:00, 7:00,
7:45, 9:45, 10:20)

Space

Jam—

Fri:

1:00, 3:00, 5:13, 7:30,
9:40, (Sat: 10:15, 1:00,
3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:40),
Sun: 1:00, 3:00, 5:15,
7:30, 9:40, (MonThurs: 1:00, 3:00, 5:15,
7:30, 9:30)

The
Long
Kiss
Goodnight— Fri:
1:45, 5:45,8:15, 10:45,
(Sat: 10:00, 1:45, 5:45,
8:15, 10:45), Sun: 1:45,
5:45,8:10,10:40,(Mon-

Thurs: 1:45, 5:40, 8:00,
10:30)
Michael Collins—
1:45, 4:30, 7:40, 10:40,
(Sat:
10:30,1:30,
4:30,7:40, 10:40), Sun:
1:30, 4:30, 7:40, 10:40,
(Mon-Thurs: 1:30, 5:30,
8:30)

ard— 2:05, 4:35, 7:05,

Jack— (Sat & Sun:

7:20, 10:05

2:05, 4:35, 7:05,

(Sat & Sun: 2:15,
4:45, 7:15, 9:45),
4:45,7:15,9:45
The Postman— (Sat
& Sun: 2:00, 4:30,
7:00,9:30),4:30, 7:00,
9:30
A Time to Kill— (Sat
& Sun: 2:00, 5:00,
8:00), 5:00, 8:00
Phenomenon—
(Sat& Sun: 2:20, 4:50,
7:20,9:50),4:50, 7:20,
9:50

Tin Cup— 4:30, 7:10
Basquiat— (Sat &
Sun: 2:05, 9:50), 9:50

Has
2
1:30, 4:30,

Get On the Bus—

(Fri-Sun:

4:50,

10:50),4:50, 10:30

Space Jam— (FriSun: 11:00, 11:30, 1:00,
1:40, 3:10, 3:50, 5:15,
6:00, 7:30, 8:10, 9:40,
10:20), 1:00, 1:40,3:10,
3:50, 5:15, 6:00, 7:30,
8:10, 9:40, 10:15
Ransom—1:10,2:00,
4:00, 4:45, 7:00, 7:40,

9:50, 10:20

High School High—
1:10,
10:25
Set It
4:20,
9:50,

3:30. 6:00, 8:20.
Off— 1:20. 1:50,
5:00, 7:10, 7:50.
10:30

Uptown
3426 Connecticut

Janus Theater
1660 Connecticut

Trees

Lounge—

(Sat & Sun: 2:00),
4:30, 7:00, 9:30

Big Night— (Sat &
Sun: 2:20), 4:50, 7:20,
9:50
Palookaville— (Sat
& Sun: 2:10), 4:40,
7:10, 9:40

13251/2

Wisconsin

MicroCosmos—
(Sat
& Sun: 1:25, 3:05,
4:45,6:25, 8:05, 9:45),
4:45, 6:25, 8:05, 9:45

Twelfth Night— (Sat
& Sun: 1:45, 4:30,
7:05,9:40),4:30,
7:05,
9:40
Secrets & Lies—
(Sat
& Sun: 1:00, 2:00,
3:50, 5:00, 6:45, 8:00,

9:35), 5:00, 6:45, 8:00,
9:35

Outer Circle
&

West End
1101 23rd

Space Jam—

1:00,

3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40,
(Fri & Sat: 11:50)
Bound— 2:20, 4:50,
7:20, 9:50, (Fri & Sat:
12:10), Thurs: no 7:20

Sleepers— 1:10,
That Thing You
Do— 2:10, 7:10,
(Wed: 2:10 only)
The Ghost and the
Darkness— 4:40,
9:40, (Fri & Sat: midnight)

Wisconsin

Av-

enue

4000 Wisconsin

Sleepers— (Fri-Sun:
1:10, 4:05, 7:00, 9:55),
Mon

&

4:05,

9:55,

Tues:

1:10,

(Wed

&

Thurs: 1:10,4:05,9:45)

4849 Wisconsin

Secrets

Ransom—1:30,4:15,

7:30,9:45

4:05, 7:00, 9:55

Key Theater

Lies—

The Funeral— 1:00,
3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

Tenley Theater

9:35

4200

Swingers—2:15,4:45,
7:15,9:45
Small Wonders—
2:00, 3:55
Romeo & Juliet—

Set It Off— 2:10,
4:40, 7:10, 9:40

2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40
Mother Night—2:20,
4:50, 7:20, 9:50

ge Dos
{Fri12:50,7:30), 1:40

Mirror
Faces—

1:10, 4:05, 7:00, 9:55

Dupont Cinema
1350 19th
Looking For Rich-

20 Conn. Ave.

Lone Stars (3 x
Bo
20, os 0 ne

(Mon- ~~ 9:35
She’s the One—
Thurs: 1:00,5:15,8:15)

Mirror

Uptown
Si

10:20,

Romeo & Juliet—
Fri: 1:45, 5:30, 8:15,
10:50, (Sat: 10:45,
1:45,5:30,8:15,10:50),
Sun;
1:45,
5:30,
8:00,10:30,
(MonThurs: 1:45, 5:30. 8:00,
10:30)

4:30, 7:00, 9:30

Thomas

10:20), Sun: 1:00,4:15, ~~ 9:35), 4:35, 7:05,

7:15,

All times
daily, unless
otherwise noted

Wisconsin

The
Long
Kiss
Goodnight— 2:20,
4:50, 7:20," 9:50,
(Thurs: no 7:20)

Dear God— 2:00
Get On The Bus—

Mirror
Has
2
Faces—
1:13,
1:45,4:00, 4:30, 7:00,
7:30, 9:30, 10:00, (Fri
& Sat: midnight)
Space Jam— 1:00,
3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40,
(Fri & Sat: 11:50)
Vertigo— 1:30, 4:10,
7:00, 9:40, (Fri & Sat:

12:10)
Romeo & Juliet—
(Fri & Sat: 1:45, 4:15,
7:15,9:45,12:05), SunTues: 1:45, 4:15, 7:15,
9:45, (Wed & Thurs:
1:45, 4:15, 7:15)
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Restaurant Review: Wrapworks

Tero — The Bar Column

making

the patron feel like a part of the experience.
The wraps come out pretty quickly,
but this is due more to the specialization
of production than to any skimping on
the part of the kitchen staff. They even go
so far as to explain how to eat a wrap,
which is rather bulky and wrapped in foil
and a paper collar (you peel off the top
foil, leaving the collar on as a guide as

smoothies—blended

drinks made of different fruit combinations, with equally
silly names (for example, “Mocha My
Day” and “Peach on
Earth”). The ice for
the Smoothies falls
through a clear tube
from above the dining room — as both
artand
a working part
of the restaurant, it is
an innovative way to
bring the different aspects of Wrapworks
together. An added
feature is a series of
“spikes” to add to
your smoothie, such
asahighenergy blend
or protein powder.
ELLEN GSTALDER/ THE Hoya
Prices are $2.25 for a
worth the price. All the wraps are built
small and $2.95 for a
around a layer of rice, and most have a
large, with each spike at 35 cents.
layer of black beans as well. There are 12
Inexpensive, good food in a cuttingchoices, including a daily special, but of edge atmosphere — these are three asparticular note are the “Coat and Thai
pects that many restaurants strive for, but
Chicken,” the “In Like Fin,” and the
usually fail to achieve in one or more
“Carnitas Way” wraps. All three are
respects. Wrapworks is unique in that it
spicy, but not blazingly hot.
balances all three, creating an experiThe “Coat and Thai Chicken” is a ence as well as a meal that people will
mixture of peanut-glazed chicken, ginwant to come back to again and again.

THE HILL

Tonight, for one night only, the Georgetown University Band will appear at Gaston Hall. Although the
members of the Pep Band are also members of tonight’s
concert band, the musical fare is completely different.

This concert won’t quite be the same fare that Hoya

1

With this love for America in mind, I set out this week

to find a bar that exemplified America. I searched high and
low until I found what I thought was a sure thing—Kelly’s
Ellis Island.
Kelly’s Ellis Island is located at 3908 12th St., NE, right

down by Catholic University of America. If it sounds like
it’s really far from here, that’s because it is.
Nonetheless, I set out to find a reason for Hoyas to take
the trip all the way down there. I didn’t find one.
All in all, it is a really nice place and the name is
appropriate. Kelvin, the bartender, described Kelly’s as “a
real neighborhood bar,” and it is. It truly fits right in there
with the notion of Americana: good people, polite conversation and cold beer. So far so good.
You can always find a good mix of people at Kelly’s.
There are always a number of people from the surrounding
neighborhood, generally old men who are quick to strike up
a conversation and talk your ear off, and of course Catholic
University students and faculty. It really was charming, but
I still couldn’t think of a reason why Joe and Jane Hoya
would want to go. There is something to be said for good
conversation, but there is nothing to be said for a $10 cab
ride.
:
Maybe if it was on M Street it would be a different story.
I’m sure I’d be there all the time, but in the bar business

Basketball fans are used to.
“Louie, Louie,” and “Rock ’n’

diverse selection of music
that has something to offer
Roll Part II” are replaced with
for everyone who loves muclassics like Greg Sanders’
sic.”
“Coventry Variant” and Edwin
Also offered is a free preBagley’s “National Emblem
concert lecture and demonMarch.”
stration which will be held
Under the direction of enthufrom 6:45 to 7:30 p.m. besiastic conductor
Wendy
fore the performance. TimMatthews, the band also offers
panistFred Begun from the
“Fanfare and Flourishes for a
National Symphony OrFestive Occasion,” “Tancredi
chestra will be on hand to
Overture.” To satisfy the popuprovide further enlightenlar music tastes of the Georgement concerning the piece
town student body, the band
“Carmina Burana.”
will play amedley of songs from
The Choral Arts Society,
Sir Andrew Lloyd Weber and
which
is hailed as one of
PHOTO COURTESY OF ELEKTRA RECORDS
Tim Rice’s “Joseph and the
America’s premiere symAmazing
Technicolor
Nada Surf will be at the 9:30 Club with Jawbox on Sunday.
phonic choruses, annually
Dreamcoat.” The band also
presents a series of subscrip* boasts a completely new and
tion
concerts. Frequently
unique arrangement of the
coupling with the National Symphony Orchestra, the society
Christian spiritual “Amazing Grace.” Tickets are $2, so be
has performed internationally at locales such as Italy, Russia
sure to support Georgetown’s own. (Jim Di Liberto)
and France. In 1994, the Choral Arts Society received the
distinction of the Mayor’s Award for Excellence in an Artistic
Bridging the gap between rock and rap, Run DMC will
Discipline from the D.C. Commission on the Arts and Hupractice its craft at The Bayou tonight. These progenitors of
manities. The award recognizes local organizations which
rap made a big name for themselves about ten years ago with
have contributed to the cultural enrichment of Washington.
their famous duet of “Walk this Way” with Aerosmith.
The performance, which will be held in the Kennedy
Opening for Run DMC is Spider Monkey. The Bayou is
Center
Concert Hall, begins at 8 p.m. Full-time students save
located at Wisconsin Avenue and K Street, NW. (Jim Di
50 percent of ticket price with a subscription. For individual
Liberto)
tickets or further information, contact (202) 244-3669. (Aleta

16
Saturday

17
Sunday
This Sunday marks the beginning of the 1996-97 season for
the Choral Arts Society of Washington. The opening program will include prestigious works by equally prestigious
composers including Orff’s “Carmina Burana” and Dvorak’s
“The American Flag.” Accompanying the Society will be
vocalists Janice Chandler (soprano), Robert Baker (tenor)

and Kevin McMillan (baritone). Conductor Norman
Scribner boasts of the program, “I am thrilled with our
repertoire for the upcoming season. We will be performing a

££

was clear; I had to make Kelvin convince me that there was

another reason to make the trip. Sorry, Kelvin.
There were a number of things that bugged me about the
placeright from the start. First off, the neighborhood is not
quite what we are used to hereup onthe D.C. I’'mnopansy,
but let’s just say that | made sure I had a cab waiting before
I set foot outside of the place. When | asked Kelvin about
this he replied that “the CU kids come in here, get all
wasted and make it home just fine.” Well, Kelvin, they're
not the sharpest knives in the drawer, now, are they?
Which brings me to my second point.
When I asked Kelvin why Joe and Jane Hoya would
want to come all the way down to a Catholic University bar
he replied, “To meet people from Catholic.” Gee, that
sounds like fun, doesn’t it? Not! There is a reason we go to
Georgetown and they go to Catholic. Why would we want
to go meet a bunch of drunk Catholic students? So we can
listen to them whine about how they didn’t get into
Georgetown? I think I'll pass on that one. Strike two.
Despite all of this, I was still trying to find a reason for
you all to go. God knows, I was trying to find a reason to
go back. It has that pub atmosphere I truly enjoy. You get
good service, and you don’t have to push your way through
to get to the bar. I like that so, I tried to pursue this angle.
I pointed this out to Kelvin and he began to tell me a little
bit about the food saying that “Kelly’s is more of a
restaurant than a bar.” Strike three. I don’t do restaurant
reviews.
Well there you have it, my first bad review. [ didn’t think

‘a

I'haditin me. Someone said to me, “Tero, you like beer way

too much to give any place a bad review.”
There may be some truth to that statement, but the fact
of the matter was that this place had too many things
working against it. On a scale of 1-10, Kelly’s Ellis Island
gets a five— four points of which come from the fact that
it serves beer, and one point for its effort.

alternative circuit.
Opening for the Crash Test

Dummies

is Ashley

Maclsaac. The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St., NW,

near the U Street/Cardozo Metro Station. (Jim Di Liberto)

20
Wednesday
If you want to hear smooth guitar rock that blends
together

folk, blues

and

a little down-home

Georgia

country, check out the Vigilantes of Love at the Bayou.
The trio from Athens, Ga. is led by the impassioned
brilliance of singer/songwriter/lead guitarist Bill
Mallonee, whose lyrics are practical, but terrifyingly
profound.
“I’m forever drawn to the question of where human
nature comes to the ultimate test and what that looks like
from the inside out,” Malonee said in a press release. “I
want our music to be direct, organic, and vulnerable.”

The band is touring to promote its most recent Capricorn Records release, “Blister Soul,” which is its fifth

album overall. The band’s stellar live reputation is attributable to its consistent variations between acoustic and
electric guitars, which keeps the crowd on its toes without
ever losing its melodic edge.
Also playing at the Bayou is Over the Rhine. The
Bayou is located at Wisconsin Avenue and K Street, NW.
(John Roche)

Turner)

Silver Spring, MD., residents Jawbox return home tonight
to play the 9:30 Club. The quartet, which has been playing its
brand of pop-punk tunes since the late 80s, is promoting its
self-titled fourth album. “Jawbox” marks the band’s sophomore effort on Atlantic, after moving from indie label Dischord

Hit the 9:30 Club tonight to sail The Ocean Blue. The band
is touring in support of “See the Ocean Blue,” its most recent
album. Its first album, “The Ocean Blue,” was released in
1989, followed by “Cerulean” in 1991 and “Beneath the
Rhythm and Sound” in 1993. The band’s alternative sound
also broke onto MTV with its single, “Sublime.”
Chris Whitley and The Drag will open for the Ocean Blue.
The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St., NW, near the U Street/
Cardozo Metro Station. (Jim Di Liberto)

charmand25 cents will get you a cup of coffee. My mission
Ns

§
§

in 1994. The album is quite good, and even features a cover of
Tori Amos’ “Cornflake Girl” hidden after the last track.
Playing in support will be the favored sons of Bayonne, N.J.
High School, Nada Surf. Riding the popularity of its first
single and video, “Popular,” the band has also been touring
with District native Tuscadero. The band’s debut album,
“High/Low,” definitely has its high and low points.
Tickets are available through Protix, or at the door for $8.
Doors open at9 p.m. and the show starts at, go figure, 9:30. The
9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. NW, in amazingly close
proximity to the U Street/Cardozo Metro Stop. (Bill Jordan)

4
Tuesday

David Lowery and his band Cracker — still touring
in support of its third album, “The Golden Age”— plays
its third district show in the past year tonight at the 9:30
Club. Lowery has certainly sung about varied topics in the
last 12 years of his musical career.
“The Golden Age,” Cracker’s follow up to its platinum
sophomore effort “Kerosene Hat,” takes on a variety of
new topics using Lowery’s amazing lyrical ability. Having played in Washington twice since the album’s release
last April — at the 9:30 Club and RFK Stadium — fans
can expect a set consisting of both the old and the new.
Opening for Cracker will be Self and Stephen Fearing. Doors open at 9, and the show kicks off at 9:30.
Tickets are $12, and can be purchased at the door or
through Protix. The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. NW,

in exceedingly close proximity to the U St. Cardozo Metro
stop. (Bill Jordan)

The snow may have fallen yesterday, but next week you can look
forward to these things falling from
the sky:

The Crash Test Dummies are back in Washington. The
band that made humming famous a few years back with its hit
“Hmm

Hmm

Hmm

Movie reviews of “Star Trek: First

Hmm,” is at the 9:30 Club tonight.

Contact” and “Hype!”

They are currently touring in support of their latest album,
“A Worm’s Life,” since the wildly popular “God Shuffled His
Feet.” Known for acoustic guitars and deep vocals, the Crash

Test Dummies

offer a relaxing twist on the modern pop-

CH

in the diner,

}
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as “The

Party”) to the security
monitorscreenslocated
in the bathrooms.
The 1079 Wisconsin Ave. (justbelow M
Street) location is the
second
for
Wrapworks, which
started up in San Francisco. There isalso one
under construction in
Dupont Circle.
The interiorisan experience in itself —
heavy into urban decay, with a lot of exposed wall and metal
—butnot so much that
it overshadows the
food, as you find at
places like Hard Rock
Cafe or Planet Hollywood. The first floor
contains the ordering
and food preparation
areas, and the space is
open enough to draw

spinach

flour). The spinach
wraps
resemble
something out of
“The Invasion of the
Body Snatchers,” but
don’t be deterred —
they won’t hurt you.
The menu also includes a variety of

Lr

(such

chiles,

«

meals— just “wraps.”
Atthe sametime, this
food has a wide appeal.
Each wrap is unique, |
andtheircontentsrange
from slow-cooked pork
to
vegetables. |
Wrapworks is also one
of the more sublimely
humorous places you
can go to eat, from the
names of the wraps

I’ve been doing some thinking in recent weeks and have
come to the conclusion that I'm damn proud to be an
American. [ love everything about this country. I love big
trucks, cowboy boots, baseball, apple pie. The list goes on
and on, but my love for America runs deeper than that.
This country was founded on the backs of people who
had no other choice than to persevere in the face of adversity. The millions of immigrants that have poured into this
country have one thing in common: they gave up everything
for one simple thing — opportunity.
These people formed more than the cliché “melting pot”
that we have been indoctrinated with since the third grade.
Together, with every small victory and subsequent giant
windfall, they have formed the very soul of this country and
shaped the character of every person in this wonderful land
from sea to shining sea. And I thank them.
Americans are a wonderful bunch. So maybe sometimes
we are a little too overbearing and self-righteous. And
maybe at times we tend too be arrogant and ignorant of
other cultures. So what? We are Americans. Do you know
what that means? It means we don’t take any crap from
anybody!
Now, | welcome everyone in this country. The thing that
really burns me are Americans who shun their identity. It
seems that in recent years being American has become
associated with being some sort of buffoon. One Georgetown student, George Oscar Ludwigson Karpowski (NUR
’98), even went so far as to say that, “When I’m in Europe
I go out of my way to conceal my American identity.” Well
George, this is America, baby. Love it or leave it.

oy

fries, no salads orkids’

ger rice and lime sour cream sauce — a
good mix, although there tends to be a
little too much spinach filler. The “In
Like Fin” wrap is a little better balanced,
with blackened fish, chipotle slaw,
habanero dressing, with mango cubes
thrown in to create a pleasingly diverse
taste. The “Carnitas Way” is relatively
\
plain, with pork strips
and oranges, but in
this case the simplicity of the wrap brings
out the flavor.
The only off-putting thing
is the color
of some of the tortillas (they are made
from
either red

6.

If the fast food-industry is the apex of
the modernist culinary experience, then
Wrapworks is at the forefront of postmodern dining. Instead of everything you
want as fast and greasy as possible, the
people at Wrapworks
serve up a short menu
of tortilla wraps — no

you slowly eat your way through). The
dining room is upstairs, and it is outfitted
with both tables and easy chairs with
wide arms to put your food on.
Of course, the restaurant decor is only
half the experience — the wraps themselves are exquisite. Ranging between
$4.95 and $5.95, they are more than
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By Kate JAMES AND CLAY RISEN

Give me Your Huddled
Masses Yearning to Drink

&

Concertreview of Cracker.
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You’ll be Wrapped Around its Finger
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Why Race Matters
VERY SO OFTEN | GET A LETTER FROM A READER
~ or two who is upset with me. No surprise.
I enjoy the disagreements that are raised
over many of the issues that I write about in my
columns, and if the writer places his/her address
or e-mail in the letter, sometimes I send a short
note to them, to keep the discussion and debate
going.
After my column “Fear of a White Government”
ran in THE Hoya, I received a letter from a white

student. He wanted me to know that he strongly
disagreed with my column exploring the possibilities of CIA involvement in L.A.’s crack cocaine
explosion to finance the Contras in Nicaragua.
“I can’t believe that
J48
you could even suggest
N

J

2
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Days on the Hilltop

thatthe governmenthad
something to do with
placing drugs in black
communities. Thatkind
of reasoning makes no
sense to me. I’ve attended a host of forums,
and I can’t understand
why blacks are still
blaming white people
(or the government for
that matter) for their
problems,” he wrote.
“We live now in an
era where blacks have
equal access to the job

market ... Michael Jordan, Toni Morrison, Colin
Powell, I could go on and on. ... With all the more

Q-
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important things going on, I don’t get why you
always feel the need to talk about race,” he continued.
. After finishing reading his letter, I had to pause
to think about the kind of rationality that gave rise
to his arguments. Ironically, I had just finished the
newly-released “Race Rules” by black intellectual
Michael Eric Dyson, where he talks about the same
kind of anger and rage that he’s experienced from
whites for talking about the devastating impact of
racism on people’s lives.
Dyson also received a letter from an intelligent
white man who criticized him for talking too much
about race. He argued that whites these days were
receiving an unfair amount of blame. I know a lot
of black folks who are vigilant in making sure that
people realize that racism still exists and haunts
countless numbers of people of color every day; on
the other hand, I don’t know many black people
who go around pointing to whites, blaming them
for keeping racism alive.
In talking to Dyson, I found an explanation for
these two men’s problematic attitudes. “[ Whites]
don’t have to deal with race. They’re not subjected
to it ... in the same way that we are, as people of
color,” Dyson said. “First of all, white people don’t
think they have arace. They think theyare universal
American citizens. Well, they have arace—they’re
white. And whiteness is an artificial construction
like blackness is. But white people don’t feel the
crunch of the artificial race until they’re forced to
see themselves as a group for the first time, where
black people are often forced to see themselves as
a group because we are stigmatized as a group.”
And many whites fail to recognize what their
white-skin privilege amounts to in American society. Why? Because they don’thaveto. Many whites

«

can’t fathom what discrimination is like, in part

qo

Ro

because they’ve always had white-skin privilege,
and finally, many whites know that programs such
as affirmative action will create opportunities for
minorities that will mean competition for them asa
race.
This is a fear for many whites, certainly one for
Hoya columnist Craig Leen. Heargued in Tuesday’s
issue that John Thompson was promoting an unfair
admission policy by “lowering academic requirements for scholarship athletes,” and found this
policy “tobe highly hypocritical.” Leen’sargument
smacks of racism; he’s worried because he fears the
worst — that after he works hard for four years at
Georgetown, Allen Iverson (a black man), who
didn’t graduate, will probably make three times
more than he will. Instead of critiquing the institution of academic vs. athletic scholarships as a
whole (and many white students are also on athletic
scholarships, some of whom, if they couldn’t run

fast or jump high, wouldn’t be at Georgetown) he
goes after a black basketball coach and an all-black
basketball team, and argues that these players are
unqualified—a fact for which he has no evidence.
Seeing that there are so many columns, in THE
Hova or otherwise, by whites who don’t understand how to channel their fears, and as a result

blame the “other,” I think that we owe it to ourselves as a country to continue to talk about race.
When

get letters from individuals who ask, “Can’t

we just get past race,” but then look and see black
males still being harassed on the streets because of
their ethnicity, | answer emphaticallyno. If ever we
needed a time to honestly discuss issues around
race, the time is now. As Dyson so eloquently put
it when asked why he would write another book on
race, “the answer is simple. Because we haven’t

learned our lessons. We still don’t know the rules
of race.”
[é;
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Days on the Hilltop appears every Friday in THE
Hoya.
:
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One Man, One Vote ... Living in America
W. Carter Gremp
¥

VOTED

FOR

THE

FIRST

TIME

THIS

FIFTH

OF

November, at Christ Church Episcopal
on the corner of 31st and O Street. Although this is the first president that I was
eligible to vote for, I’ve passed up the opportunity to vote for congressmen, governors or
mayors.
It had always been my intention to vote in
each passing election, but the day would go by
like any other, and only after the fact would I
remember, with a tinge of regret, that I had

never made polls. That’s all changed now.
After this election, it would have to be a really
bad day to keep me from voting on Nov. 5.
In the last few weeks before the election —
when the politicians are making their hardest
drive to sway final voters — organizations,
social groups and media make it their business
to preach the importance of each person’s contribution to the process, however slight a single
voice may be. I’ve heard there are people,
although I have met none here at Georgetown,
who laugh or shrug resignedly at the concept of
voting. They see the effect of their vote as
negligible as the recycling of an aluminum can,
which melts to a puddle of metal no bigger than
a nickel.
While both sides may wage battle for or
against apathy, I'll keep checking five cents
worth of my opinion onto the ballot box at that

little red-brick church house.
I was part of the early morning crowd, the
young ones, who after packing their kids off to

school headed for the polling booth to make their
decision.
I had an easy walk down to Christ Episcopal.
I planned to make it a stop onmy way to breakfast
and the day’s newspaper. A husband and wife
walked past me with stickers on their lapels that

In an election's many
faces we can see ourselves.
said, “I voted” with little check-mark icons.

They looked particularly cool and handsome,
walking with their heads close together, like the
discussion between themabout household affairs
extended all the way to the White House. As they
worked their way through the streets of their
neighborhood, I imagined that had I asked them

where in the world they wereat that moment, they
would haveanswered me, “Thisis America we’re
in.”
Mrs. Theabald was passing out brochures 100
yards from the entrance to the polls. She is an
elderly woman on the top floor of my apartment,
with whom [ often make tentative plans to have
dinner or catch a show, even though we never get
aroundto it. I have watched her from my window,

!

NHER NOV. 5COLUMN ENTITLED “RATIONAL-

izing Men’s Irrationality,” Kate James

took on the issue of women’s exclusion

from several areas of society. She asks an
important question: Why are men so unwilling
to allow women, who are, as a political group,
relatively weak and unthreatening, into tradi-

Miller’s argument

supports

letter, though

somewhat

this de-

more

fe-

tionally male activities suchas men’s clubs and
the military?
The answer James comes up with is that men
fear women’s sexuality as something they cannot relate to and have difficulty understanding.
Now, she may be right and she may be wrong,
but I found her essay articulate, plausible and
most importantly, well supported by empirical
examples. | was very surprised to see twoharsh
letters inthe next edition of THE Hoya attacking
not only James’ argument but James herself.

male-friendly, is shamefully rude. He refers to
James as an “intellectual infant.” This statement
alone should discredit anything he has to say;

would like to comment on these two letters,

will dismiss her argument and call her names.

written by Paul Miller “Women Don’t Know

While this is a eneralization on her part, it is
hardly ludicrous, as DuMais implies. In my experience, many men, not just a few individuals, do
disparage feminism. DuMais’ denial of the pervasive sexism in our society, which any woman

Their Own Power, Nov. 12,” and Brian DuMais

“Gender Gap Angers Students, Nov 12.”
Miller, although he agreed that men fear
women’s sexuality, disagreed that this was
entirely the fault of men. He suggested that
women have a responsibility to dress “conservatively” in order to avoid unwanted attention.
Having given this helpful advice, he unfortunately stopped short of specifying exactly where
to draw the line between appropriately modest
and brazenly vixenish. Like the rest of
Georgetown’s female population, I was left
yearning for more details. Was my new white
shirt from the Gap too tight, I wondered, or did
its tailored look send the right “hands off”
message? I think it’s only fair that Miller finish
what he started and set our minds at ease.
Surely he would donate some of his time to
personal inspections of every female wardrobe
on campus, so that we could get a thumbs-up on
our choice of clothing. For our own safety,
maybe he could edit the J. Crew catalog before
it reaches our mailboxes.
Miller is asserting that women do not have a
right to their own bodies. According to him,
women should not dress the way they want to
because it might be “aggravating” for men.
This view is a fundamental attack on women as
human beings. Women do not have a responsibility to hide themselves because of men’s
uncontrollable urges. Imagine a man who finds
dark-skinned women irresistible. Should those
women lighten their skin so that man can
control himself? Itis essential to realize that the
recipient of violence is not defined by her
attacker. She is a separate entity. It is this
autonomous quality which makes her human.
Miller is saying that when women are dressed
in a certain

way,

men

cannot

see them

as

human beings, but only as objects. Viewing
women in this way violates the premise thatal//
people should be treated as human beings.
The danger of Miller’s argument is, I think,
very clear. Although he states that “This does
not lessen men’s responsibility to order their
internal lives,” it is hard to see how men could

be held accountable for their actions when “a
woman who dresses as an object shares the
responsibility when she is treated like an object.” Miller says he is not justifying rape, but
he certainly is doing just that. Rapists frequently get acquitted on the basis that the

(¥

Campus Opinion:

me to the momentary sanctuary of the polling
booth. I took a deep breath and stood still among
the crowd. 1 picked my candidates. I read the
referendum carefully and took my time to understand its ramifications. Another funny man pushed
my ballots through the slit in the top of a big box.
I picked up my “I voted” sticker, and that was it.
I felt like I had just done something important, so
I looked around for the effects.

As I stood on the sidewalk and waited for
something to happen, the effects of my voting
beganto cometomeby increments. First,
| waved
to Mrs. Theabald and then I walked back into
normal life. At breakfast the girl at the counter
noticed my “I voted” sticker and gave me coffee

when someone resorts to insults, it is a sure sign

that he does not have the truth on his side.
DuMais says he considers himself'a man, but his

remark is, in fact, more characteristic ofa boy. He
does bring up some possible flaws in James’
argument, but he way over-states and undersupports his claims. He takes issue with James’
suggestion that most men reading James’essay

can attest to, is troubling. Perhaps James should

have mentioned that there are many decent, feminist men out there. However, it is hard to sympa-

thize with DuMais when he directly contradicts
himselfby ending his letter with a personal insult
aimed at James. If there were men reading her
essay respectfully, he certainly wasn’t one of
them.
Next DuMais demands evidence that men —
specifically, he and his friends— fear women’s
sexuality. Since James spent her entire essay
doing just that, using the examples of the Stewards and the military to support her claim, it is
difficult to understand what DuMais is talking
about. He fails to offer any other explanation for
discrimination against women. Is he suggesting
that James should have done a sociological study
of every male group on campus before sitting
down to write? James’ evidence is pertinent and
concrete, and DuMais seems to have decided to
simply ignore that fact.
:
I honestly can’t figure out what DuMais is
trying tosay in the last part of his letter. I’ve come
up with two possibilities: either he thinks that by
citing numerous examples of the repression of
women he’s going to get feminist brownie points,
or he is arguing that the social exclusion of
women is a worse crime than rape, a somewhat
irrelevant point. At any rate, his remarks manage

to be both mean-spirited and vague, not a very
convincing combination.

Finally, I can’t help pointing out that the letters

contradict each other to such an extent that I
hardly need to refute them at all. While Miller
refers to James’ thesis that men are afraid of
women as “encouragingly insightful,” DuMais
implied that such a statement is a vicious gener-

=

OREIGN POLICY HAD VERY LITTLE IMPACT

on last week’s elections. The only candidate who ran on a foreign policy
platform, Sen. Richard G. Lugar (R-Ind.),
didn’t make it past the New England primaries. And President Clinton and Republican
nominee Sen. Dole spent very little time discussing

it in debates

and

in commercials,

instead focusing on character issues and the
state of the economy.
Clinton’s convincing reelection has not altered his treatment of foreign affairs. He said
if he “could do one thing” in his second term,
it would be to balance the federal budget.
While American foreign policy isreceiving
little attention

JEREMY
GOLDBERG

here at home, the

world’s problems continue to
mount. No one is
quite sure of the
The Global Village
future of American involvement
in the Balkans.
Starving refugees from Zaire
and Rwanda are
destabilizing the
African continent. The Middle
East peace process is unraveling. The ratification of the
START II treaty is facing difficulties in the
Russia Duma. Tension between North and
South Korea continues to escalate. Not to
mention the rising threats of terrorism, weapons of mass destruction and environmental
degradation.
If the American response to the crisis in
Zaireisany indication,
Clinton’s foreign policy
remains reactive. Clinton has become the
“therapeutic president,” seeking to cure all of
America’s ills. Although a domestic focus
might be politically popular, it ignores the
unique responsibility thatthe executive branch
has in the conduct of foreign policy. It also
gives thereins for foreign affairs to the likes of
Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.), a scary prospect.
Clinton must place foreign policy as one of
his top priorities if American hegemony is to
be revived. This begins with his choice of
Secretary of State to replace the departing
Warren Christopher. There are plenty of talented candidates, but no one will be successful if Clinton does not give them the full
authority and flexibility to act. Moreover, he
must select someone he completely trusts.
Nominating a Republican candidate for political purposes is doomed to fail.

alization. Through inarticulate, baseless, and at

times just plain mean arguments, Miller and
DuMuais do far more damage to each other than
they do to Kate. I'n fact, their lack of attention to
the substance of her essay only serves to bolster
her point. Does their failure to thoughtfully examine her arguments show a fear of an intelligent
dialogue with women? Marion Gross
Foreign Service.

The articles read that they had both been cam-

I picked up my ‘I voted’
sticker, and that was it. 1
felt like I had just done
something important.
paigning ceaselessly for the last couple of days.
They wereriding a wave of cheering Americans,
inspired by the process, and back at Christ Church
my little neighborhood was tapping into that
fervent attitude too. This great country is bigger
than any one of us. We shouldn’t think in terms
of muscling the whole thing around with our
egotism, because in an election’s many faces we
can see ourselves.
2
With the man and his wife, Mrs. Theabald and
the funny men walking in circles to keep the
polling smooth, I felt a sense of belonging.
Through our common meeting ground, I discovered the place where we share our lives.
W. Carter Gremp is a junior in the College of
Arts and Sciences.

Of America’s Foreign Policy

fense as justifiable. Of course, James’ essay had
nothing to do with rape; there is no indication that
Miller read past the first paragraph. I doubt that
the wearing of baggy overalls by Georgetown
women would do anything to encourage the Stewards to welcome female membership.
DuMais’

“Why?” I said.
“Because she is a terrific lady. I’ve met her,”
she replied.
I took that as sound advice coming from a lady
like Mrs. Theabald. Reading Theabald’s pamphlet while waiting in line was enough to make
her as happy as receiving an invitation to dinner.
Through the arched doorway into the multipurpose room behind the Christ Church, a proud
lineage of Episcopal ministers surveyed the many
voters from the portraits on the wall. I said my

at a 25-cent discount. When I sat down and
spread out the paper, I looked at the two men on
the cover who were contending for presidency of
the United States. Both looked strangely elated.

Four More Years: The Future

woman was “asking for it” through her dress or
behavior.

“Vote for Carol,” she said.

name, and a funny man, with some kind of archaic
coin in place of a tie, checked it off a list and led

Refuting Men’s Irrationalities
Marion Gross

with some wonder, pick a honeysuckle bouquet
from the fence across the street. She took hold of
my arm.

The new Secretary of State will have two
responsibilities. First, they must develop a
clear and coherent framework for the protection of vital American interests. Second, they

must build support for their policy domestically and internationally.
Creating a clear foreign policy must begin
with better coordination between executive
agencies. The recent fiasco over Iranian arms
in Bosnia was a result of miscommunication
between the State Department, the CIA and

the Pentagon. This problem can only be
avoided by having one strong figure overseeing all foreign policy matters.
The Secretary of State must also articulate
and build popular support for U.S. foreign
policy. The end of the Cold War has Americans feeling more secure, resulting in declining levels of foreign assistance, defense spending, and diplomatic personnel. Dwindling
resources for foreign affairs has handcuffed
American policymakers. The President and
the Secretary of State must ask the Congress
for more money and more staff.
The Clinton administration already has
one major ally in the Senate in Lugar, the
second-highest Republican on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. Lugar, often
mentioned as a possible Secretary of State,

said in a speech last week that a balanced
budget would be impossible if American disengagement resulted in increased terrorism,
trade wars, an energy crisis or a major re+
gional conflict. But Lugar’s and other important Congressional voices on foreign policy
will go unheard if the executive does not take
the lead.
Finally, the Secretary of State must coordinate American policy with foreign countries.

The collapse of U.S.-Chinarelations last summer occurred when the Clinton administration mishandled the granting of a visa to
Taiwan’s President Lee Teng-hui. Consultation is essential to getting China’s assistance
with North Korea, preventing a harsh reaction by Russia over NATO expansion. and
making sanctions effective on Iran, Iraq and
Cuba.
President Clinton already faces tough decisions on U.S. troops in Bosnia and in Central
Africa. His selection and relationship with
the Secretary of State will set the tone for the
future conduct of American foreign policy. If
the executive continues to turn inward and
onlyrespondsto foreign policy crises onan ad
hoc basis, it will be a long four years.
The Global Village appears every Friday
in THE HovA.

THE Hoya Viewpoint section honors unsolicited manuscipts.

However, we cannot guarantee a submission will be printed,
and we give priority to running the most current articles
. possible. Manuscipts should be submitted Tuesday for a
Friday issue or Saturday for a Tuesday issue. All articles
are subject to editing.

is a junior in the School of
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What is your favorite thing to do

Compiled by Sloane Starke
and Annie Talarico

when it shows?
Run around outside in my boxer

Stay at home in my nice warm bed.
Anne Kalantyrsky, COL ’97

Dissect dead bodies.
Sandra Rolston, MED

shorts.

¢

(®

\

Josephine Allen, COL ’98

Watch “Roadrunner.”
Chris Stemland, COL

’98

Bury our cat in the snow.
Ushma Pandya, GSB *97
Becky Webber, COL’97

Roll around in it naked.
Pat Sullivan, GSB

’97

nf

’00
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TARE
HOUSING RUSH

HB Two 5-week sessions

® More than 75 quality

Opportunities in
Investment Management
at J.P. Morgan

education courses

H French Immersion 3-week

GET on the list NOW.

Program

HE College Preview High School
Program
HE Pont-Aven Art Program

for the best housing

For information:

The American University of Paris

CALL

Summer Programs, Box S-4

60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463

What would you do with $196 billion?

New York, New York 10165

Tel. (212) 983-1414
Fax (212) 983-0444

NAT

Web site -http://www.aup.fr
Email - Summer@aup.fr

Accredited by the Middle States Association

Georgetown alumni from J.P. Morgan’s Investment Management
businesses invite you to an informal information session:

LE [re
provider
of off-campus

0:05

aia

INTERNATIONAL

JOB SKILLS

SE

c=
“Look over my last test. wid
|“Overlook my last test.”

always spell
Basketball
with one ‘I’
(RT TIKIT

944-3003

fi

Ze

Where we

housing

Thursday, November 21
6:30 - 8:00 pm

(0) 7%
|

Leavey Center
Salon H

|
|

-which one?

Learn German:
| bsSn
Anglish.

Opportunities include:
Portfolio Management

||

Research
Marketing

pase

New professional M.A. in
International Affairs or
Interamerican Studies

All majors and class years are welcome.

prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:

Pizza will be served.

O
0
0
O

environmental studies
public health
government
international
organizations
J international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic

NOW HIRING

JPMorgan

0gle
e]
7 Tce]
NYCT

skills from economics and
the social sciences.

Bele [Tol

Complete this intensive
multi-disciplinary degree
in 12 to 15 months, while

living in a fascinating
international city,

Free details: Contact our
Admissions Secretary.

Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010

Internet http://www.jpmorgan.com

1eY

2) Inside Positions

Steak, Burgers,

3) Delivery Drivers
* Great Pay
e Cash Daily
* Full

111805-284-4173; Fax: 305-284-4406
| UNIVERSITY OF

and

Part

CY

Time

Positions Available
e Steak Around Will Work
Around Your Schedule

If you desire to work
with an up and
coming leader in the
Restaurant Industry

http://www .umiami.edu/gsis/

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer

1) Management

Steak Around
Delivers Great
Chicken and
Salad

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

\

Resumes for campus interviews are due November 22.

Needs

Call 202-463-2111
Or 703-379-9605

in DC

2

)

©

§

ov

Ni

~ NEXT TO THE C & O CANAL
IN HISTORIC GEORGETOWN ~
1063 31st STREET, NW
WasHINGTON, DC 20007

<202> 342-2000
SER

RR

besteno>X-Mex foo
he best Margarita in town
aR

SRR

|
a0

.
ye
[

HOURS:

;1 free Margarita! with order of $15*

Mon-Fri 10am- Si

This Spdl evel with his odo.

Sat-Sun 0m -/pm:

GEORGETOWN
- 202- 333-6601
3210 GRACE ST. NW, WASHINGTON, D.C. * BEHIND GEORGETOWN PARK MALL

12 free Margaritas! with order of $35%
3 free Margaritas! with order of $50%*
'1 free pitcher of
with order of $75 *
Margaritas!

NORTHWEST,

DC

»

BETHESDA

202-363-2401

-

W
1

p!

GEE

301-652-5825

* Coupon must be presented to server

SN

Attention Georgetown Pre-Med Students!

Kaplan

) classes

Brussels
Berlin
Paris

$215
$229
$229

Rome
Zurich

$249
$249

Madrid
MWD702
1
Sat
1/4
10a

MWD704

Dupont CircLE KarLAN CENTER
4
5
6
1/5

Sat
1/11
10a

Sat
1/25
10a

Sat
2/1
10a

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Sat
2/8
10a

Sat
2/15
10a

Sat
2/22
10a

Sat
3/1
10a

Sat
3/8
10a

Sat
3/15
10a

Sat
3/22
10a

Sun
3/23
10a

Sat
4/5
9a

1/26

Wed
1/29

5

6

3

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Sun
2/2
11a

Wed
2/5
6p

Sun
2/9
11a

Sun
2/16
11a

Wed
2/19
6p

Sun
2/23
11a

Wed
2/26
6p

Sun
3/2
11a

Wed
3/5
6p

Sun
3/23
11a

Wed
3/26
6p

Sat
4/5
9a

January

1°!st

Call for additional locations and class schedules.

Moscow
OR BWI

4

ice i increases
Price

Copenhagen $269
Prague
$275

e Science Diagnostic and Personal Profile

e 11 Science and Strategy Workshops

M

Travel now

OFFERS student
discounts
on

domestic

C

by

ler

$319

{AR
1-800-KAP-TEST

BASED ON A ROUNDTRIP PURCHASE.

FARES DO NOT INCLUDE FEDERAL TAXES OR PFCs
TOTALUNG BETWEEN $3 AND $45, DEPENDING
ON DESTINATION OR DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID
DIRECTLY TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

Council Vizier; ER
3300 M. St., NW - 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20007

(202) 337-6464
http:/fwww.ciee.org/travel.
him

New for 1997:

STA

eo

FARES ARE EACH WAY FROM WASHINGTON D.C.

On-Campus GeoraeTowN University - LIMITED SEATING AVAILABLE!

1

Wed
1/22
6p

Sat
1/18
10a

7

$249

RA
TRAVEL

I

e Additional Testing Sessions

EURAILPASSES

travel.

"We

PSST! Going somewhere else? STA Travel has great
student airfares to destinations around the world.

hi

Np

=

M

o

m
|

p(y HTE IE.
2401 Penn. Ave. Ste. G_Si/l
Washington D.C. 20037

¢7A TRAVEL

www.sta-travel.com

We've been there.

ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

~~

1 SPORTS i.
Mikovits Making Waves on HTS

Friday, November 15, 1996

News & Notes from the Hilltop

Niner Named

MIKOVITS, From p. 8
show

Mikovits had his team research the possibilities and contact local affiliates. The
pilot show was filmed in May, and while
Mikovits took a cross-country vacation

To All-Rookie Squad
Freshman midfielder/forward
Barbara Niner is the first Georgetown women’s soccer player to be
named to the Big East All-Rookie
Team by a vote of the league’s 12
head coaches. Niner was second to
junior Christina Bruner on the team
in scoring with 10 points — four
goals and two assists. One of the
highlights of Niner’s season was
when she scored the first two goals
against cross-town rival Howard,
whom Georgetown beat 4-0.

Golf First in District Il
The men’s golf team has
achieved its highest-ever rank in
the Rolex Men’s Golf Team
Rankings — first in District IT and
45th in the nation. Penn State and
James Madison are tied for second

in June, Lombardo sold the show to the

sailors earned seventh place out of
15 teams at the War Memorial
Regatta.
Navy took the championship in
the freshman competition. Skipper
Andrew Warner and teammates
Frances Bolton and Charlie
Schilling raced to a fifth-place finish in the “A” division.
Four sailors represented the Blue
and Gray at the War Memorial Regatta in Annapolis, Md. In the “A”

affiliates. Given the green light, Mikovits
began enlisting the help of several of his
friends on campus, including former
Hova Senior Sports Editor Brian Franey

division, juniors Andrew

(COL 97), who writes the show’s script,
Brown, who discusses ideas for the show
with Mikovits, and Brendan Gaughan

Herlihy

and Jessica Lappin managed an
eighth place finish. Senior Mike
Callahan and sophomore Alston
McCall fared better in the “B” division, finishing in seventh place.

The ranking came on the strength
of the Hoyas performance in the
fall season. The team earned top
five finishes in each of the six tournaments it entered. The Hoyas won
the Georgetown Hoya Invitational
for the first time and placed second
in the Big East Championship.

Sailing Away
Georgetown sailed to a disappointing eight place finish out of
nine teams at the MAISA Freshman Championships this past
weekend. Meanwhile the varsity

sion. Mikovits, Zimmer,

director John

(GSB ’97) and Kevin Doody (GSB ’97),
who helped Mikovits build the set and
cut tape.
The show has turned into a 55-60 hour
per week time commitment for Mikovits,

calm, accustomed to the pressure found

but has also become his passion. Franey,
a friend of Mikovits since their high
school days at Fordham Prep inthe Bronx,

in a demanding schedule that includes
broadcasting ACC football games for
the Jefferson-Pilot sports network on
Saturday, NFL games on Sunday and a

three VCRs in his room. It was like
Radio Shack,” Franey said. “Whatever
Mik gets passionate about, he directs
100 percent of his attention to it. He’s so
busy, he’s either out doing something
with the show, or he’s sleeping,” he said.

The men’s and women’s varsity
crew competed in the Princeton
Chase in Princeton, N.J. this past
weekend, posting several solid
performances in the regatta.
For the Hoya men, the varsity
eight finished in sixth place out of
33 crews. In the heavyweight fours
race, Georgetown rowed to a thirdplace finish out of 36 crews. The
lightweight eight race saw the
Georgetown men race to a sixthplace finish, while the Hoyas’ lightweight four team finished in eighth
place.
In the varsity eight even, the
Hoya women took eighth place out
of 41 crews. Georgetown’s varsity
pair boat finished an impressive
second place.

because he can’t get in touch with college football analyst Tim Brando of CBS
Sports, the show’s telephone guest.
In a minute, Walker is on.the phone,
joking with Brando, giving Mikovits a
reason to pump his fist in relief. The Mik
accidentally dialed the wrong number,
which earns him some good-natured ribbing from Walker and WTTG-Fox 5
sportscaster Chick Hernandez, who'll
make a guest appearance on the show.
The taping session is a study in tenDursee and graphic technician John
Hoagland command the show from the
box, shouting through head sets to the
camera crew in the studio, making every
angle just right. On camera, Walker is

N.Y, said the camera has been a driving
force in his life. “When he was 16, he had

Can’t Catch Princeton

place in District II.

devoted to college football, and

daily

show

on

WTEM,

the

local

all-

sports talk radio station. The show is
concluded

within

50

minutes,

even

though it almost runs overtime. With the

show wrapped, Mikovits and the rest of
the booth breathe collective a sigh of
relief.

The Future
While Mikovits has accomplished so
much at such a young age, he realizes
he’s just beginning his career. Still relatively

obscure,

he said the show

has

brought him some recognition, albeit local. Before the show’s first broadcast on
HTS,

Mikovits and several friends as-

sembled at The Tombs to celebrate the
show’s debut.
“When ‘Mik on the Move’ came on,

the guy across the bar pointed to the
screen and yelled out, ‘Hey, I know that
guy,” Mikovits said with a grin. “And
the girl sitting next to him said, ‘Yeah,

he’s sitting right over there.’”
Inadditionto “College Football Magazine,” Mikovits has his eyes set on a
number of projects. Several affiliates have
contacted Zimmer.and Mikovits about
producing a college basketball show.
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Mikovits would also like to pursue a
women’s college basketball show, a
coach’s round-table show and a local
weekly interview show. While he’ll prob-ably spend most of next semester in
Georgetown’s Lauinger Library, he’salways thinking about new concepts for
ye
the show.
“He’s

pretty

ambitious,”

said

Hoagland. “You can tell he’s got the
master plan. He’ll be Rupert Murdoch in .
:
about 20 years.”

While Mikovits will have to settle for

graduating in the spring and building
“College Football Magazine” for thetime
being, it’s clear he’s on the right track.

“We're startingnow to get inarhythm,
which is important for a show,” Walker

said. “The personality of the show is
developing, so that’s exciting.”
The show’s season will wrap up
following college football’s New Year
Bowl games, giving Mikovits a respite from the stress. But given the
opportunities that lie ahead, one thing
is certain: he’ll still be a man on the
move.

Taping
“C’mon,

let’s go,” Mikovits shouts,

as heraces upstairs to the sound booth for
the Autry voice-over. The path winds
throughthe officesat HTS, which proudly
display framed photos of the Orioles’ Cal
Ripken, Jr., the Bullets’ Chris Webber,
and former Georgetown great Patrick
Ewing (COL ’85), all of whom are regulars onthe all-sports cable network. When
Mikovits reaches the booth, Zimmer is
waiting for him, apparently weary froma
sleepless night preparing for the
morning’s taping. The small room is full
ofediting equipment and television monitors, with one TV freeze-framed with the
face of Northwestern’s head football
coach, Gary Barnett. The voice-over is

perfected in five takes, and Mikovits
jumps up and down, as Zimmer nods his
head in approval. “It’s good,” he says, as
the two exchange high-fives.
With that obstacle out of the way, it’s
time to make final arrangements for the
show. Walker arrives before 10 a.m.,
dressed sharply in a pinstriped suit and a
paisley tie. A member of the 1982 Super
KeN THomas/ THE Hova
Bowl champion Washington Redskins,
Walker’s commanding composure is in
”
contrast to Mikovits’, who is fretting Rick “Doc” Walker (left) coined the name “Mik on the Move” for Mikovits’ weekly feature on “College Football Magazine.
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LAST CHANCE TO ESCAPE

ITALIAN MOVIES (with subtitles)
Sponsored by the Italian Department.

November 15-16

3 PM Friday -5 PM Saturday
November 16-17
3 PM Saturday - 5 PM Sunday

Questions? Call 687 - 5419

Every Tuesday, 8 - 10 p.m., Lauinger 154.
Next week, November 19 :
Ginger and Fred

Those attending, put your name in a jar to win dinner for
two at an Italian restaurant at the end of the semester. The
more movies you see, the better your chances!

FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST CAMPAIGN
SENIOR CLASS COMMITTEE
THE SENIOR SLIDE SHOW
will be at the Auction, and will contain pictures that
you submit. Any slides may be submitted to us free of
charge, and you can submit photographs which we
will convert to slides at a cost of $3 per picture. Turn
in all slides, photos, and money, with your name and
phone number, to the Senior Class Committee Office

; L

fn

eavey

Beginning Monday, November 11,
Sign up to donate your November 21 cafeteria meal.

Marriot will donate a portion of the cost of each student's
meal to Oxfam, an organization which provides access to
resources and training for those in need all over the world.
Sign up in Red Square from 11am - 4pm
or in either cafeteria from 6-8pm.

OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO...

429.

(you know, after graduation...)

THANKSGIVING FOOD DRIVE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1%

The Senior Class Committee is sponsoring a
Thanksgiving Basket Drive, in which baskets filled

ted
0

bi Sy Toh
Session:

/=

2pm,

Cops

2

1.eavey F rogram

Moom

with Thanksgiving foodstuffs will be distributed to

individual families in the D.C. area. If you think you
might be interested in participating in such an event,

call Colin Smith at 333-0734
or Aaron Longo at 784-7796.

oN

JUNIOR CLASS COMMITTEE
MEETING EVERY SUNDAY AT 7:30 INHEALY 105
ALL JUNIORS WELCOME!
THE SOCIETY FOR THE PRESERVATION OF THE
GREEK HERITAGE and THE CLASSICS DEPARTMENT
OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Examine Afrocentric Claims in a Seminar:
"Were the Achievements of Ancient Greece Borrowed from
Africa?"

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16,1996
Registration begins at 9:30 in ICC
Free for SPGH members and students with ID.
$15 for others. Reservations necessary.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
20

Peace Corps
Presentation : 7 - 8 pm, White-Gravenor 201A

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21
GU Volunteers in South Africa/SCORE
Presentation : 7 - 8:30 pm, Bulldog Alley

CCASNEWS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 5:30 PM, ICC 141
WALID KHLELF: Palestinian Poetry in Israel,
1948-1966: The Years Under Military Law
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20,4 PM, ICC 141
MONA TAKIEDDINE AMYUNI: What has happened to
the Arab man/Arab woman's psyche since the 1960's? A

study in a few literary masks.
GAAP GENERAL MEMBERSHIPMEETING
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 9PM
CALL TOM YU AT 687-9481 FOR INFO

EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE

CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal &
full-time employment available. No experience nec-

BED-TO-GO & DIAL A
DESK are back. Any size
bed set $60-$100. Desks,
sofas, and other furniture.
301-294-4384 (directions &
information). 301-699-1778
(phone orders). Friendly
Furniture Company.

essary.

For more informa-

tion call 1-206-971-3550
ext.C53011.
;
$1750 WEEKLY possible
mailing our circulars. For
info call 202-298-1142.

**FREE
TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of
studentrepresentatives are
already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's #1 Spring
Break Company! Sell only
15 trips and travel free!
Cancun,
Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE. Call Now!
TAKE ABREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95 - BREAK!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Personal assistant
to Georgetown businessman, grad or undergrad student, prefer high GPA and
some bookkeeping experience. 20-24 hrs/week. Fax
resume to 202-342-9377.
BARTENDING.

times,

good

pay,

Good

flexible

hours. 1, 2 week classes.
Placement assistance. On
Metro. 703-841-9700.

FREE PREPAID PHONE
CARD. Don't pay more than
19 cents a minute for long
distance calls. Send SASE
to: Mayo Associates, 3750A Airport Blvd. #237, Mobile, Alabama, 33308 for
free phone card. Use anytime, anywhere. No gimmicks, no limit, risk free.
LSAT
TUTORING: Prepare for the December
exam. We offer patient, experienced, one-on-one attention. Call the Study
Group at 703-892-4750.

ADOPTION
LOVING COUPLE very
much desires private
adoption of an infant or
twins to cherish and nur-

ture. Gladly pay all permissible expenses. (703)
912-9721.
Kristi and
Sam.

FUN

FUN

FUN

SPRING
BREAK '97.
Largest selection of Ski &

Spring Break Destinations, including Cruises!
Travel Free, earn Cash, &
Year Round Discounts.

Epicurean Tours

1-800-

231-4-FUN.
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The Fix

Georgetown Seeking First
Seven-Win Season Since 1978

Is In Again}

By Sean P. FLYNN

he Boston College football team was rocked
by a sports betting scandal which resulted in
the suspension of 13 players last week.
Adding insult to injury, it was disclosed that two
of those players actually bet against their own

300 yards. But turnovers were the Pea-

Hova Starr WRITER

University officials and observers in the media
reacted with a mixture of surprise and indignation
— outrage that, when distilled, expressed a solitary
sentiment: How could this happen?
It’s easy, really. In fact, you could say the odds
:

After all, ours is a society where sports and
gambling — games and gaming — are inherently
intertwined.

History bears this out. To a large extent, one
could argue that the story of sport is a story of
wagering on sport. The infamous “Black Sox” of
1919 found their spiritual heir in the sorry spectacle of former-Reds manager Pete Rose betting on
his own baseball club. Horse racing is a sport built

cocks Achilles’ heel, and four of them in
Peter’s on

the second half put the game out of reach.

Saturday at Kehoe Field, the Georgetown football team can move just one
win away from being the first Hoya team
since 1940 to win eight games.
The Hoyas (6-2, 6-1 MAAC), owners
of Division I-AA’s top defense, are coming offa dominating 23-13 victory over
St. John’s last week, where the defense
held the Red Storm offense to minus-11
rushing yards and the offense kept control of the ball for 41 minutes.
Junior running back Steve lorio broke
a Georgetown record with 186 yards
rushing on 44 carries and led theteam in
receptions with three for 51 yards. lorio
wasnamed Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference Offensive Player of the Week for
his performance. Senior defensive tackle
Janne Kouri earned MAAC Defensive
‘Player of the Week honors with five

“St. Pete’s is a much, much improved
football team,” said Head Coach Bob
Benson, noting the skills of quarterback

With

team.

are pretty good.

Preview

a victory

over

St.

tackles.

Hoping to stop Georgetown this weekGRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

Junior Steve lorio (20) was named MAAC Offensive Player ofthe
Week. He rushed for 186 yards, a Georgetown rushing record.

end are the Peacocks (2-6, 1-6), who lost

their third straight game Saturday, 48-9
to Duquesne. One bright spot for the
Peacocks was its strong offense, which
penetrated the Dukes’ defense for over

Freshman J.J. Mont, making his third
straight start, will be the quarterback in
charge of advancing the Hoyas’ goals.
“He’s a very good runner,” Benson
said. “He’s a great athlete, and he can

make things happen.”
Saturday’s game has a special noon
Jeremy Bartuck and running back Tom
Reali. Reali has eight touchdowns this starting time, moved up an hour from the
usual 1 p.m. start for football games.
season, tying a St. Peter’s record.
A win over the Peacocks will bring
Hilltop football its second seven-win
season since 1940 and its first since
1978.
“We want to improve on last year’s
record [6-3],” Benson said, “which, if

MAAC Standings
Mid,

we win this game, we will do. And if we

win this football game, we can get ourselves in a situation that can put us into
a position to be the first [Georgetown]
team since 1940 to win eight games.
“There’s a lot at stake and the players
know it. I think that’s why you play,
you’re looking for improvement. We set
these goals because they re realistic goals
that show improvement.”
Tailback Joe Todisco is questionable
for Saturday’s game. He suited up last
week but didn’t play, still suffering from
an injured ankle suffered over three
weeks ago at Duquesne.

-

:

Ge sorgetown
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ohts, Camera ... Action

on betting. Or take professional boxing, a sport
whose relationship with gambling is so symbiotic
that, more often than not, fans are left rooting not

for a fair fight, but a fair fix. And as the Boston
College case makes painfully clear, college
athletics are far from immune.

In 1978, the BC

basketball team was involved in a point-shaving
affair. Farther back, a fixing scandal dealt the once
pre-eminent post-season NIT a near death-blow.
And the chief beneficiary of the NIT fiasco?
Why, in a supreme irony, it was the NCAA
Tournament — the very same tournament that is
now a nation-wide focal point of sports gambling.
(After all, who hasn’t entered a tournament pool at

some point?)
The gaming that takes place around March
Madness illustrates another angle of intersection
between sports and gambling. Simply put, we love
to bet on sports. From a friendly wager over a
round of golf, to the billion-dollar betting frenzy
which surrounds the Super Bowl, to the institutionalized sports wagering of Nevada sportsbooks, we
can’t get enough of putting our money where our
mouths are. Turn on a TV, and flip to any NFL
preview show. You're liable to get a list of betting
lines, such as the “Swami’s” full line-up of
weekend action, and Mike Ditka’s “pick of the
day.” Or flip open a newspaper: every day, an
updated spread. There’s a reason those lines are
shown, and it isn’t “for recreational purposes
only.”
Ever watch CNN Headline News? Well, at any
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given time, the chances are that a sizable chunk of

its audience isn’t watching for the latest update out
of Bosnia. Instead, they’re watching the
Sportsticker — a gambler’s godsend.
Even our sports lexicon is laced with wagering
terms. A team with a slight chance to win? Simple,
they’re a “long shot.” John Smoltz isn’t the best
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pitcher on the Atlanta Braves’ staff; rather, he’s

their “ace.” The NFL playoffs, and now the MLB
playoffs, feature “Wild Card” teams. An NCAA
Tournament team can receive a “bad draw.” And
as for athletes who overcome adversity, or teams

that pull stunning upsets? Hey, they just “beat the
odds.”
But the relationship of games and gaming runs
deeper still. On a psychological level, the dynamics
of sport and of gambling are surprisingly similar.
Both center around a duality of outcomes, winning
and losing, and both derive much of their appeal
from the uncertainty of those outcomes. Think
about it this way: given that probability, i.e.“the
odds,” favors one team or another (or the gambler
and the house) in just about every case, why do
they bother to play the games? Why, in 1980, did
the US Hockey Team take on the USSR at Lake
Placid? Why, in 1985, did the Villanova Wildcats
bother to show up for the NCAA title game against
Georgetown?
If you said because the winner wasn’t always
assured, you’re right. That’s the uncertainty factor,
and both gambling and sport thrive on it. Of
course, in each sphere, competitors try to stack the
odds in their favor. A team prepares through
diligent practice; a sports gambler through diligent
study of that team. Each believes they can master
uncertainty.

Is it any wonder that Michael Jordan loves
poker? Or that John Thompson loves to pull the
slots? Both these men are enormously successful
competitors, men who have come very close to
removing the uncertainty from their games.
Perhaps by gambling, by reducing the odds that
have become so stacked in the arena of basketball,

they are able to recapture the thrill of uncertainty.
But regardless, suffice it to say that gambling
and sports are well and truly interrelated. So long
as people seek out competition in sports, they will
seek it out in wagering, and in many cases the two
will merge. We can express outrage; we can pass
limiting regulations; and we can punish gamblers.
But in the meantime, the gaming will continue, as
it always has.
You can bet on it.
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Tom Mikovits (center) and co-producer Clay Zimmer prep for a taping of “College Football Magazine.”
Anchor Rick “Doc” Walker (left), Georgetown senior and executive-producer
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Georgetown’s “Mik on the Move’ Mikovits
Produces His Own Show In High Energy Style
By Ken THomAs
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Tom Mikovits (GSB ’97) paces back and forth in the
living room of his Prospect Street town house, checks his
watch, and then peers outside his front door. It’s a little

after 7 a.m. on Tuesday morning, and Mikovits is waiting
for his ride to the studios of Home Team Sports in
Bethesda, Md., for another taping of “College Football
Magazine.” Mikovits hops onto the cold sidewalk below,
checks his watch again and scans the empty street.
“We’re going to be late,” he exclaims.
Mikovits, 21, has a legitimate reason to be nervous.

While most students enhance their education with weekly
internships, Mikovits is possibly the youngest executive
producer in television. “College Football Magazine,” a
weekly highlight show anchored by sportscaster Rick
“Doc”

Walker,

is in its first season

and

is syndicated

nationally on 12 different cable sports networks, potentially reaching 40 million viewers every week. Which is
precisely why Mikovits races out to meet creative consultant Alex Brown (COL ’97), who pulls up in his blue
Chevy station wagon for the trip to HTS.
The week’s taping is planned for 10:30 a.m., but

judging from the number of items Mikovits hauls into the
back of the station wagon, it’s clear he’ll be busy all
morning. A million details on the show swirl through his
crew-cut-topped head. The script has been faxed to Walker
and the set will be put together once the crew arrives.
Combine the responsibilities of a producer and sleep
deprivation, and it’s clear why Mikovits’ nervous energy
is apparent. “You know what’s the worst?” Mikovits tells
Brown from the back seat. “When you go to sleep three
minutes before your alarm is set to go off.”
The show is being taped the week of Halloween, so the
.studio will be dressed up for the occasion. While Brown
turns left on to Wisconsin Avenue, Mikovits sifts through
the rubber masks and jack-o’lanterns which will later
adorn the set. Besides getting things ready for broadcast,
when Mikovits arrives he will also have to do a voice-over
for his profile of Northwestern’s star running back, Darnell
Autry. The story, which Mikovits taped in Evanston, Ill.,
earlier this fall, is part ofa weekly feature which bears his

name: “Mik on the Move.” Walker coined the title after
joking that Mikovits’ high energy level was the result of
“intravenous hook-ups to caffeine.” After five minutes of
covering the Mik, there’s no doubting the title’s authenticity.

East Coast Sports Video
“College Football Magazine” is still in its infancy, but
everyone involved describes it as a program brimming with
possibilities. The show is produced by the fledgling company
Mikovits and three other Georgetown students formed in the
spring of 1995
— East Coast Sports Video—and through the
contributions of several other Georgetown students. Mikovits
began researching the show with partners Steve Lombardo
(GSB ’96, LAW ’99), Catesby Clay (COL ’96) and Dana
Amdur (COL ’96), in an entrepreneurship class taught by
Professor Walter Benison. The company had produced highlight films for several athletic teams on campus, including the
women’s basketball team, the men’s and women’s lacrosse

teams and the field hockey team.
Mikovits had grander dreams for the company. During the
summer prior to his junior year, Mikovits interned at HTS,
where he met producer Clay Zimmer, a 26-year old graduate
of Syracuse University. He and Zimmer began collaborating
on the Georgetown men’s basketball team highlight film, and
the two developed a solid rapport with one another. .
«
Mikovits and Zimmer then discussed developing a weekly
See Mikovits, p. 7

